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Agenda Item 2

OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE MINUTES
Thursday 24 March 2022 at 7.00 pm
Room B-06, Town Hall, Lambeth Town Hall, Brixton Hill, London SW2 1RW

Members Present:

Councillor Tim Briggs, Councillor Liz Atkins (Chair), Councillor Mary
Atkins (Vice-Chair), Councillor Stephen Donnelly, Councillor Marianna
Masters (Vice-Chair), Councillor Irfan Mohammed and Councillor
Martin Tiedemann

Apologies:

Councillor Jonathan Bartley and Councillor Joshua Lindsey

1

Declaration of Pecuniary Interests
There were none.

2

Minutes of Previous Meeting
The minutes of the meeting held on 2 February 2022 were agreed as a correct record of
proceedings.

3

2021 Safer Lambeth Partnership Scrutiny Report
Councillor Jacqui Dyer, Deputy Leader of the Council (Jobs, Skills and Community Safety),
Bayo Dosunmu, Deputy Chief Executive and Strategic Director of Resident Services; and
Jeanette Young, Director of Children's Commissioning and Community Safety, introduced the
annual statutory report as follows:
 The report provided an overview of the Safer Lambeth Partnership (SLP) and priority
areas such as violence against young people, the Lambeth Made Safer (LMS) Strategy;
counter terrorism, Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG), anti-social behaviour
(ASB) and substance misuse.
 The appendix provided an update from the previous year’s recommendations and
structure of governance of both SLP and LMS programmes.
 Crime and disorder was a complicated process delivered through multiple collaborative
partnerships. There was a current review of the Partnership to improve the safety of
citizens and aimed to make Lambeth one of the safest London boroughs.
 There were concerns, such as on Stop and Search, which needed further prioritisation
and more proactivity as illustrated by Child Q case.
 This report would inform the draft Partnership Plan and scrutiny of its delivery; and on how
to respond transparently and comprehensively to the Strategic Needs Assessment.
 Benchmarking performance during Covid-19 lockdowns was difficult, which had caused
low levels of ASB, whilst Lambeth’s geography and demographics complicated this
further.
 It was essential to build trust and confidence with the community and deliver with partners.
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The SLP was being refreshed post Covid-19, via the Crime and disorder Plan and Crime
Reduction Plan. This included additional capacity in a larger Community Safety team, and
improved effectiveness and co-working with external colleagues and partners.

The Committee next heard from Alex James, Lambeth Youth Council (LYC) representative:
 He had met with the Victim Care Unit (VCU) to discuss the Child Q case, noting that it
could cause a generation of trauma for those affected by similar events.
 The LYC planned to work with Lambeth’s and Southwark’s Young Advisors to promote
awareness of and campaign on young people’s rights during Stop and Search and the role
of officers, via leaflets and attendance at school assemblies.
Reahanna Gordon, Lambeth Young Advisor, next provided representation:
 Lambeth Young Advisors worked alongside Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) officers
and with the Independent Advisory Group (IAG), who also provided advice to the MPS.
 The school in the Child Q case had emailed that it did not know how to challenge the
Police to ensure actions were justifiable and proportionate.
 Police information needed to be more instructive and accessible, and the public needed to
be able to understand how they could challenge Police officers.
The Chair read an anonymous resident statement on the impacts of ASB:
 Their local area had been a quiet, friendly community, but ASB from two properties
comprising excessive noise at night and drug misuse had taken place over two years. This
escalated to excessive littering, discarded drug paraphernalia, intimidation of residents,
drug dealing and a physical confrontation between a resident and one of the young men
involved.
 Initial Police activity only resulted in the perpetrators moving to another nearby property,
but then moved back and continued as before. Further Police activity and arrests initially
offered improvement, but one tagged individual continued to deal drugs and other ASB
soon resumed.
 The extreme stress made residents consider moving away until Police introduced
cameras which appeared to have a positive impact and it was hoped that these would
remain.
 It was surprising that a once friendly community could be altered so quickly by only two
properties and demonstrated the significant impact of ASB and the time taken for
resolution.
The Committee next heard from Marina Ahmad, London Assembly Member for Lambeth and
Southwark and Police and Crime Committee Member:
 The Mayor of London was the Police and Crime Commissioner, but appointed a Deputy
Mayor for Policing and Crime, Sophie Linden, who was delegated the functions of the
Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime (MOPAC). MOPAC led on the MPS’s performance
and set strategic priorities.
 The Police and Crime Plan had been released on 24 March 2022.
 The MPS comprised over 33,000 officers, 2,000 Police Special Constables, 10,000 police
staff, and 1,000 Probation Services Officers.
 The Police and Crime Committee met bi-weekly and scrutinised the MPS’s performance,
resources, pay and pensions, recruitment and diversity, and the MPS estate.
 The Mayor’s priorities included reducing and preventing violence, increasing trust and
confidence, improving victim support, and protecting people at risk of exploitation and
harm.
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VAWG was a key priority and would always be a threat, noting that over 130 women had
been killed by men over the last year in the UK, although awareness of VAWG was
increasing.
The Mayor had labelled VAWG an epidemic and had campaigned for misogyny to be a
hate crime.
A public health approach was needed to tackle VAWG via the education of young males,
working with offenders to change behaviours, and ensuring the Police had requisite
resourcing and tools.
The Police and Crime Committee had recently released a VAWG report which could be
shared with the Committee. A VAWG Strategy was also expected.
Stop and Search significantly impacted community-Police relations but was a vital tool to
remove weapons and disrupt drug supplies, but how it needed to be proportional and
intelligence-based.
The Action Plan was developed following consultation with other 400 Black, Asian and
minority ethnic individuals and groups, and work taken in relation to the disproportionate
use of Police Stop and Search powers. The key to building trust was to have a more
representative and understanding MPS, and the GLA provided £1.2m over three years to
support recruitment and progression of Black officers, and £700,000 for community-led
training to improve understanding.
Claire Waxman, London’s Victims’ Commissioner, was engaging directly with Black
women and survivors to inform the VAWG Strategy, and the Police’s Public Attitude
Survey would improve representation of London’s Black communities.
The MPS Chief of Staff had noted that the extended exit survey would improve
information-gathering on why staff left the MPS to aid recruitment and retention.
The numbers of Black, Asian and minority ethnic officers leaving was not high, but this
was often due to discrimination.

The Committee also heard from Livia Whyte, Head of Special Projects and Legacy at Black
Thrive:
 Black Thrive had influenced the LMS to provide an anti-racist lens to the Strategy.
 A review of Stop and Search in collaboration with King’s College highlighted it as a form of
trauma and disproportionality targeted black people. This research also showed that
young people with Stop and Search experience had poorer health outcomes.
 Further work was needed than those currently in operation to improve community-Police
trust.
 VAWG disproportionately affected black women, but also impacted on other family
members.
 Black Thrive were interested in conducting further research on the impact of violence from
the public or the state, such as from disproportionate search in the Child Q case.
 Black Thrive requested more influence on training officers at Hendon and in Stop and
Search, and were collaborating with young people to provide feedback, noting that even
more should be done.
 Black Thrive was setting up its own research institute and observatory.
Colin Wingrove, Chief Superintendent (Borough Commander); Norman Perry, London Fire
Brigade (Borough Commander); the Cabinet Member and officers responded to questions as
follows:
 The Police acknowledged the shock, and level of upset over the Child Q case, in addition
to the murder of Sarah Everard and the numerous instances of discrimination against
Black people.
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The MPS had much to do to repair and regain confidence.
The Police were committed to working together with communities and groups such as the
Young Advisors; and noted that it was essential to build trust and be proactive in
improving approaches.
The Police continued to listen to feedback and ensure there were different ways in which
they were able to do so, including: the relationship with the IAG which remained strong
and active critical friends to the Police; through the Community Monitoring Group; and
engagement with Black Thrive to embed Stop and Search into the Disrupt and Deter
(LMS) workstream; and engagement work in schools.
Neighbourhood engagement was fundamental to improvement, such as the recent Town
Centre Team launch, upcoming growth in dedicated ward officers, the approach of the
Schools and Youth Engagement Officers, in addition to working closely with Council
partners, community partners and community groups demonstrating the significance of
this approach.
This approach was strategized through the LMS Strategy and the Safer Neighbourhood
Ward Panels that were already in place to improve engagement and the Borough
Commander had recently met with ward Chairs to help set local priorities and to listen and
respond to concerns. Through the LMS Strategy and Lambeth Made Communities, the
first tranche of wards also had Community Forums to also improve engagement and
ensure communities were safe.
The MPS was a learning organisation that listened to and developed community initiatives
to restore trust, such as Project Vigilant which focused on and targeted perpetrators of
serious sexual offences. The Walk and Talk Scheme listened to local women and would
be expanded to other groups, to help understand local issues, build bridges and feedback
into local plans and responses.
The MPS response to the Daniel Morgan HMIC report was led by Deputy Assistant
Commissioner Barbara Gray, which had delivered a number of actions and
recommendations.
The MPS had previously begun to address standards and culture, including delivery of
some HMIC actions such as a new Chief Inspector post responsible for professionalism.
This position would improve professional standards, deliver training and professionalism
plans, and monitor progress.
The Borough Commander and senior leaders recently briefed all officers on expected
standards.
SIGMA had recently been launched to enable MPS staff to anonymously report issues,
such as sexism, in addition to existing channels of reporting and processes such as for
misconduct.
The MPS was encouraging and empowering staff to report behaviour outside its values, in
addition to providing toolkits and training for frontline supervisors to ensure alertness and
responses.
The MPS acknowledged concerns and questions raised, but it should be recognised that
the vast majority of officers were good, hard-working public servants, but all officers
needed to meet these standards and level of expectation.
Lambeth was committed to reducing knife crime and was undertaking weapon sweeps,
noting that inspections did not take place at schools, but a public approach was key.
Whilst the Police led on ASB, a collaborative approach with the Council, partners, and the
wider community, and elevating a community-led approach, was required. Within the
Council’s Public Protection and Regulatory Services was a drive to transfer community
wardens into community liaison officers to better support communities and co-ordinate
responses.
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Prevention was central to the Council’s strategic aims across its’ and partners’ functions,
such as with Housing Associations, schools, and health colleagues; to identify issues
before prosecution and so that enforcement was not the first option.
Lambeth’s Community Monitoring Group was run by Black Thrive and reviewed Police
body cameras, engagement and had witnessed impressive incident diffusion, but also
offered advice and guidance.
Young advisors were actively involved with the local MPS on Stop and Search
improvements.
One of the MPS’s core responsibilities was crime detection, reduction, and prevention.
National crime detection rates had fallen in recent years, but the Police were reviewing
investigations, working with the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS), and implementing new
techniques such as DNA and CCTV to maximise opportunities to solve and prevent crime.
The MPS had engaged with Operation Bluestone to improve the quality of responses to
rape offences and had charged more rape offences than across London in the last few
months, with resourcing also increasing.
The Borough Commander invited Members to discuss the Walk and Talk Scheme and
other engagement outside the meeting to implement further improvement.
Weapons Sweeps were jointly undertaken and progressing well, but communications,
such as leaflet drops, could be undertaken to ensure outcomes from such activities.
Stop and Search was undergoing numerous improvements, such as via the Lambeth
Young Advisors led session to engage with young people, or through the Marcus Lipton
Centre and in schools. These were important to restore trust and provide more
information to the public, but further work was needed.
The roles of the Community Monitoring Group and independent advisors also added to
scrutiny and ensured powers were used fairly, professionally and led by intelligence.
Stop and Search volumes had decreased, but outcomes had increased. Intelligence-led,
outcome-focused approaches needed to continue, whilst ensuring powers were used
fairly.
Further research, as from Kings’ College and Black Thrive was essential to inform the
MPS’s approach and was welcomed, and the MPS welcomed this to further improve
services.
Members of the public and community leaders now spoke to new recruits at Hendon to
give lived or community experiences and were reflected in officer learning.
Co-working with partners and other agencies was needed as the range of powers
available to the Police were limited and the Partnership Tasking Group regularly reviewed
this information and how it was captured. An example would be TRAs or housing
associations playing a pivotal role in ASB.
The Railton Road incident did not involve batteries and was a Police matter.
Fires resulting from batteries or white goods such as fridges were investigated by the Fire
Investigation team and reported back to the manufacturers and to Government to address
issues; and could result in manufacturers facing product recall.
The Fire Brigade had worked with Transport for London (TfL) on electric scooters which
were now banned on the Underground.
It was noted that batteries bought from a reputable stores and manufacturers should be
safe, but those bought over the internet or market stools were often the cause of incidents.
The following battery fires had been recorded in Lambeth: for e-Bikes one in 2019 and
four in 2020; for e-Scooters two in 2021; e-Cigarettes one in 2017 and one in 2020; and
lithium-ion batteries one in 2018.
The Fire Investigation team liaised with Environmental Standards Agency and reports
were publicised via London Councils.
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In discussion, Members requested that the next statutory Crime and Disorder meeting receive:
 the Partnership Plan and metrics on the tangible outcomes of the Plan;
 statistics on intimate body searches broken down by age, ethnicity, and gender
undertaken in Lambeth including specific details of any such searches undertaken in
Lambeth schools and colleges;
 assurance of the MPS re-prioritising reducing crime; and,
 crime statistics, monitoring and how targets were being met.
RESOLVED:
1.
The Metropolitan Police needed to improve identifying officers who abuse their position;
and its vetting, recruitment, and training to ensure that officers adhere to the highest
standards of the service and merit trust; and to provide details of how new recruits are
assessed in Lambeth and their retention rates.
2.
To improve black and ethnic minority communities’ representation on community
monitoring structures, neighbourhood forums, panels and in the Police itself; and to
provide details of current and target Black, Asian and minority ethnic representation.
3.
To provide more detailed and effective oversight on the principles and grounds for stop
and search; and improve and increase community-led training for police officers.
4.
To establish a model of best practice and structure by which ASB is prioritised and
investigated in a multi-agency approach, including taking appropriate action to help design
out crime, such as installing more cameras and involving more partners to improve safety.
This should include improving preventative measures such as identifying where other
services’ involvement would improve resolution and more careful consideration of mental
health issues presenting as ASB.
5.
To ensure the MPS was more representative of communities it serves and identify
reasons why officers left the service; and for the Partnership to provide the Committee
with metrics and targets for Black, Asian and minority ethnic officer recruitment, retention,
and progression to senior leadership.
6.
To ensure schools and other organisations know how to challenge the Police, with
stronger relations and wider involvement with community groups such as the Youth IAG
and Safer Neighbourhood Board. Additionally, to ensure that this information, such as
presented to the Stop and Search Monitoring Group, was published on the Lambeth
website.
7.
To ensure the MPS worked actively and more positively with a diverse range of
organisations, such as the Council, Transport for London, and local businesses; to
guarantee Lambeth as a safe place to live and work. This should include increasing
visible neighbourhood policing with more police officers patrolling the streets in high crime
areas and town centres in Lambeth.
8.
The implementation of the Disrupt and Deter Strategy should include a senior
representative to ensure better communications with local communities and explain the
reason for operations, their outcome, and future plans; to provide reassurance and
mitigate trauma; and to increase engagement with ward councillors.

4

Health Inequalities
During discussion of this item the guillotine fell at 9.00 pm.
RESOLVED: That the meeting continue for a further period of up to 30 minutes.
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Councillor Jim Dickson, Cabinet Member for Health and Social Care (job-share), Chair of the
Health and Wellbeing Board (HWB), and co-Chair of Lambeth Together Partnership (LTP);
Andrew Eyres, Strategic Director for Integrated Health and Care; Ruth Hutt, Director of Public
Health; and Bimpe Oki, Public Health Consultant, introduced the item and stated:
 Health inequalities ran through all activities, such as the Delivery Alliance for
Neighbourhoods and Young People and mental health; and had been a specific focus
over the past decade.
 Varied health outcomes for parts of Lambeth’s communities was indefensible.
 Covid-19 had further exacerbated and highlighted embedded inequalities.
 The recently established Lambeth Together Equality Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) group
supported and enabled work across all health and care programmes.
 This report set out the growing understanding of inequalities, particularly for those
conditions that most impacted residents such as maternity, hypotension, diabetes, and
mental health. In turn, this information was being used to shape the Joint Strategic Needs
Assessment and the Health and Wellbeing Board (HWB) Strategy and healthcare
priorities.
 Further improvement was needed, but the Government had acknowledged Lambeth’s
progress with the new Office for Improvement and Disparities opening in Lambeth, work
with Black Thrive, taking the lead on Black Londoner’s health, and on drugs and alcohol.
The Committee next heard from Bell Ribeiro-Addy MP as follows:
 Ethnic minority communities were on average poorer and reported worse local support
and treatment from GPs; which compounded stress and consequently their health and
wellbeing.
 Black people statistically presented with symptoms of persons 20 years older and were
four times more likely to be detained under the Mental Health Act. Black males were 70
times more likely to have serious mental health issues, 60 times more likely to be a mental
health facility in-patient, and 40 times more likely to access services via the Police or
criminal justice route, than white people.
 The Health Secretary only recently announced plans to remove the discriminatory
question on sexual activity for sub-Saharan African blood donations, needed for those with
sickle cell.
 Ethnic minorities had higher instances of hypotension, stroke, diabetes, and prostate
cancer mortality, which were not genetically based, but resulted from institutional racism.
 Issues in Black maternal health were also prevalent, with mortality during pregnancy and
childbirth being four times higher; and increased rates of 121% for stillbirth and 50% for
neonatal death. A key problem was that many Black women were not listened to during
pregnancy.
 A disproportionately higher number of Black, Asian and minority ethnic males died from
Covid-19, which had been highlighted from their likely occupations in key worker roles.
 These issues were longstanding and exacerbated by an unwillingness to acknowledge
institutional racism in the healthcare system, and culturally sensitive services and data
collection were needed.
The Committee then heard from Livia Whyte, Head of Special Projects and Legacy at Black
Thrive:
 Thanks were given to Lambeth Together for the collaborative work undertaken to date.
 Covid-19 had brought health inequalities to the forefront and it was reiterated that black
people were disproportionally impacted.
 Improved access, particularly early intervention; and Black-led and culturally appropriate
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services, were needed to help address the social determinants of health.
Black Thrive had a programme to support local communities but was on hold due to
funding.
A third of data was missing or inaccurate and this needed resolution to drive
improvements.
The continued disproportionality of poor health outcomes was disturbing and greater coworking across institutions was also needed to address inequalities and improve
outcomes.

The Cabinet Member and officers responded to questions as follows:
 The rights of ex-Latin communities in the healthcare system was a crucial issue.
 The 23 March 2022 Lambeth Together Strategic Board (LTSB) had discussed migrant and
refugee health. Guys and St Thomas’ Trust (GSTT) had a good health inclusion offer via
for new arrivals.
 Lambeth shared resources and worked pan-London on settled communities’ health and
care; and had led in translation services during Covid-19, which were also shared
between boroughs.
 Lambeth’s community sector networks, and organisations such as Thriving Stockwell and
the Portuguese Health and Wellbeing Partnership, linked directly with communities to offer
joined-up healthcare. This enabled appropriate communications and responses, improved
trust, and detailed what services were available whilst being sensitive to issues such as
immigration status.
 Covid-19 work had improved working with communities, building relationships with
community leaders, having communities help organise drop-in sessions and engaging via
video or WhatsApp.
 Lambeth supported grassroots work by funding community organisations for them to
shape offers to meet the needs and challenges of their respective communities, such as
emergency food aid or handholding with wider care and support services.
 Lambeth engaged a range of different organisations, including the five key Thriving
communities linked to primary care networks (PCNs), to better understand needs and
deliver healthcare.
 Dr Di Aitken, GP, Co-Chair of Lambeth Together Strategic Partnership, and Co-Chair the
Lambeth Together EDI Group, addressed the Committee as follows:
o The EDI group was formed in response to the pandemic and had begun by
reviewing data guided by Public Health England (PHE) recommendations and
evidence, and inspired by Black Thrive, to develop a health inequalities dashboard
and shared measurement system.
o An assurance report was provided at Board meetings that each of the Delivery
Alliances measured selected health inequalities, and these were monitored by the
EDI Group.
o NHSE was monitoring core-20 plus five to get NHS organisations to focus on the
lowest 20% in the lowest quintile of indexes of deprivation and five-focused clinical
areas. Lambeth had also chosen an additional two of diabetes and chronic pain.
o NHSE had included this monitoring into national planning guidance so that all
hospital trusts reported performance by indexes of deprivation and ethnicity.
Lambeth was committed to reporting similarly and this would also help inform
service redesign.
 Rachel Kesse-Addu, GSTT consultant haematologist and sickle cell specialist, next
addressed the Committee:
o She and two colleagues looked after 900 adults with sickle cell disease, which
largely affected black populations.
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Health inequalities disproportionally affected people of colour and ethnic minority
groups.
o Sickle cell was unique and Covid-19 highlighted more issues faced by patients who
were considered as clinically extremely vulnerable.
o There was Covid-19 vaccination hesitancy among Black people, but the Unit’s work
had seen a 60% vaccination rate which was better than the wider community but
was not high enough to protect patients.
o GSTT had one of England’s best-resourced sickle cell units, with better consultantpatient ratios and one of the largest psychology services input, but was not near to
desired levels.
o NHSE had redistributed resources to form 10 specialised centres across England
with one in both GSTT and King’s College Hospital, to offer comprehensive care to
patients across Lambeth Lewisham, Camberwell, Southwark and the wider region.
o There were significant sickle cell challenges, as set out in the All-Party
Parliamentary Group (APPG) report, which helped focus NHS Trusts’ on specific
achievable aims and it was hoped to improve care for patients.
It was too early to analyse the Chancellor’s Spring Statement, but the connection between
poverty and ill health was correct, and the expected drop in living standards and
increasing poverty would drive worse outcomes and needed further review.
Other London boroughs were adopting Lambeth’s stakeholder co-production model which
enabled the Council to trial measures with the community before delivery and learn from
its citizens; and was sharing this learning across the capital.
Lambeth was committed to delivering one big public health event per year but aimed to do
more.
Resident feedback noted appreciation to informally engage with the Council on health
matters.
The Beacon Project offering weekly health-checks in in Angel Town or Kennington, with
Beacon Hubs extended to south Lambeth so more community members could engage,
which helped build trust and confidence, and supported citizens to use healthcare
services.
The healthcare bus would be utilised for other groups as part of ongoing grassroot
projects.
Other avenues of support were ongoing, such as faith-based delivery and communityshaped projects, such as twice-weekly church and mosque outreach work.
Evidence was clear that poverty drove poor health outcomes; and it was important to
recognise that mitigating poverty would improve health outcomes and bring a fairer society
The December 2019 Poverty Summit had considered how underlying issues of poor
healthcare could be addressed and inequality formed an ongoing theme of Public Health
reports.
Measures to improve poverty included promoting the uptake of the London Living Wage
among health care providers and the wider community, supporting people into
employment, and increasing educational opportunities. Direct actions included measures
such as the distribution of food though the pandemic to tackle food poverty, or the
Household Support Fund.
There would be a range of implications from the recent Treasury Spring Statement, but
the Council was committed to working with partners to deliver mitigations to poverty.
Children’s Services and Councillor Davie were leading on children and family poverty
alongside health colleagues.
Health outcomes and associated determinants remained a core theme across the
Council’s and partners’ work.
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RESOLVED:
1.
To ensure that migrants are aware of health entitlements and receive the support from
local health services that were responsive to their specific needs.
2.
To provide statistical data to the Committee on health inequalities, including Healthwatch
Lambeth EDI and KPI data, in future reports to evidence progress and collate research to
enable the Council and partners to understand Lambeth’s long-term medical conditions,
how these affected residents, and mitigations thereof.
3.
To provide analysis and mitigations of the impact of rising cost of living on health
inequalities.
4.
To provide hyper-local positive health interventions, such as HWB buses and professional
advice provision, particularly on estates, in discussion with local bodies such as TRAs or
local forums, as well as ward councillors.
5.
To hold at least two dedicated health and wellbeing events per year for Lambeth’s diverse
communities, including for Black, Latin American and LGBTQ+ groups.
6.
To promote and improve the showcasing of positive work undertaken with Lambeth’s
diverse populations.
7.
To embed the All-Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) recommendations across Lambeth’s
health services, including black maternal health and cultural competency training.
8.
To provide the Committee with research on hesitancy and mitigations to healthcare
access.
9.
To provide the Committee with more information on the buddying scheme, including aims,
outcomes, and future work-strands.
10. To provide statistics on health inequalities in Lambeth with targets for reduction; such as
for diabetes, weight, or high blood pressure.

5

Work Programme
This item was deferred. In discussion, although Members suggested for a post-election review
of the 2022 local government election to be added, to include Lambeth’s performance and
conduct in running it, and turnout.

The meeting ended at 9.24 pm
CHAIR
OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
Date of Despatch: Friday 29 April 2022
Contact for Enquiries: David Rose
Tel: 020 7926 1037
E-mail: drose@lambeth.gov.uk
Web: www.lambeth.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 3

OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 29 JUNE 2022
Report title: Reviewing the delivery of parks and trees maintenance services
Wards: All
Portfolio: Cabinet Member for Sustainable Lambeth and Clean Air: Councillor Rezina
Chowdhury
Report Authorised by: Bayo Dosunmu: Strategic Director for Resident Services
Contact for enquiries: Kevin Crook, Assistant Director Neighbourhoods (Parks, Leisure and
Cemeteries), 020 7926 8973, kcrook@lambeth.gov.uk

REPORT SUMMARY
This report outlines Lambeth’s current approach to managing and maintain our parks and open spaces;
as well as the management of trees within the public realm. A number of documents are referenced as
appendices and contain more detail regarding service management and delivery.

FINANCE SUMMARY
There are no direct financial implications arising from the recommendations in this report.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

To scrutinise the existing delivery of parks and trees maintenance services and associated
policies.
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1.

CONTEXT

1.1

Lambeth’s parks service was insourced in April 2016 and operates under the banner of Lambeth
Landscapes. The service is responsible for 150 green spaces, ranging in size from Clapham
Common at 81 hectares to the flower beds at the front of the Town Hall. Sites managed include all
soft landscaping on Highways’ land. The service operates with 68 full-time posts and 21 seasonal
positions (Appendix 13).

1.2

The parks service is also responsible for the grounds maintenance of communal Housing land,
which was insourced in February 2021. This operates via a standalone operational team of 30.

1.3

The tree maintenance service was insourced in April 2019 and is responsible for the direct
management of approximately 40,000 trees in parks, cemeteries and on Housing and highways
land; as well as tree-planting programmes and advising on the maintenance of other Councilowned trees.

1.4

Good quality park and tree maintenance services form a core part of Lambeth’s Borough Plan,
contributing to the goal of maintaining Lambeth’s award-winning parks and investing in a network
of green spaces to support physical activity and wellbeing. This goal sits within our big ambition of
making Lambeth a place people want to live, work and invest in.

1.5

The main underlying legislation governing Lambeth’s parks service and tree policies are:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.

Commons Act 1899
Greater London Parks and Open Spaces Order 1967
Rush Common Act 1806
Local Government Act 1972
Open Spaces Act 1906
Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
Management of the Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999
Highways Act 1980
Occupiers’ Liability Acts 1957 and 1984
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
Compensation Act 2006
Plant Health Act 1967
Environmental Protection Act 1990
Environment Act 1995
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981
Town and Country Planning Act 1990, part viii, Chapter 1 (Trees)
Environment Act 2021.

2.

PROPOSAL AND REASONS

2.1

It is proposed that Overview and Scrutiny Committee investigate the delivery of services relating to
the management of parks, open spaces and trees; with this including examination of policy and
procedural documents. The investigation will then result in a series of recommendations.

2.2

Numerous studies (see Background information for a few examples) have proved the positive
impact on health and wellbeing arising from time spent in parks and open spaces and the
importance of green space, particularly within an urban environment, heightened during the Covid19 lockdown periods. Previous resident surveys have identified that our parks and open spaces
are used by around three-quarters of residents; and in the 2021 survey, parks were identified as
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the best thing about living in Lambeth. It is therefore essential that the Council ensures it is
delivering appropriately for its residents.
2.3

Trees bring a multitude of benefits for urban residents, including carbon absorption, improving air
quality and mitigating the heat island effect. However, they also present significant risk if large
branches or entire trees fail. Since bringing the service in-house it has become clear that many of
our trees have not been appropriately managed in the past, which has caused the premature death
of many mature specimens. Significant numbers of mature trees are also being felled to enable
housing and commercial developments to take place and new tree-planting has not been keeping
place with felling in recent years.

2.4

So, it is important that policies relating to the management of risk and planting trees are reviewed.

2.5

Since the service was insourced officers have attempted to use existing accreditation and
benchmarking schemes to enable assessment of the service. In 2020 Lambeth was ranked as the
highest performing parks service in London in the Good Parks for London report (Appendix 1); and
was ranked second in the 2021 report. Green Flag is a national accreditation scheme for parks and
has been secured for 19 of our sites and we have a clear plan to secure accreditation for a total of
33 sites by 2026. In 2021 Lambeth secured 26 Gold and Silver Gilt awards through London in
Bloom, the highest for any borough. The service also holds Bronze accreditation under the Fleet
Operator Recognition Scheme and Van Excellence accreditation.

2.6

Both services are steered by Five-year Strategic Plans (Appendices 2 and 3) covering 2020-2025,
a Biodiversity Action Plan (Appendix 4) and a Pollinator Action Plan (Appendix 5). Day-to-day
management of open spaces is governed by a Grounds Maintenance specification (Appendix 6)
and individual site management plans (sample in Appendix 7). Three parks are managed by
community organisations (The Rookery by Streatham Common Co-operative (SCCoop), Myatt’s
Fields Park by Myatt’s Fields Park Project (MFPP), with Streatham Vale Park in transition, by
Streatham Youth and Community Trust (SYCT) – see the Background information section for links.
The management of six other open spaces is overseen by partnership arrangements (Brockwell
Park Strategic Partnership Board, Clapham Common Management Advisory Committee, Hillside
Gardens Park and Palace Road Nature Garden Partnership Board, Larkhall Park Partnership
Board and Ruskin Park Partnership Board).

2.7

At present, a Tree Management Policy (Appendix 8) sets out how the service operates in general
terms. A Tree Risk Management Policy (Appendix 9) will be published by the end of July and
details how works will be prioritised in line with current best practice in order to minimise risk; and a
draft Tree Planting Strategy (Appendix 10) is close to completion and will dictate priorities for
forthcoming tree-planting schemes.

3.

FINANCE

3.1

There are no direct financial implications arising from the recommendations in this report.

3.2

Financial considerations are detailed in Lambeth’s budget reports and investment in parks is driven
by the Parks Capital Investment Plan 2020-2025 (Appendix 11).

4.

LEGAL AND DEMOCRACY

4.1

There are no specific legal comments arising from this report.

4.2

There were no further comments from Democratic Services.
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5.

CONSULTATION AND CO-PRODUCTION

5.1

No consultation has taken place in the production of this report. An annual parks users survey is
undertaken and the 2020 survey documents are included as Appendix 12. Many of the decisions
taken regarding the management of parks are undertaken in a consultative manner through formal
Boards or liaison with stakeholder groups, or community-based steering group for capital projects.

6.

RISK MANAGEMENT

6.1

The main risks that impede on the successful delivery of these services are:
Table 1 – Risk Register

Item

Risk

Likelihood Impact Score

1

Injury and death, or damage to
goods and property, from
falling trees or boughs

2

8

16

2

Failure to meet commitments
on tree-planting

2

4

8

3

Lack of resourcing for parks
leads to downward spiral of
neglect, reduced use and
increased anti-social behaviour

2

8

16

Control Measures
Sufficient operational
staffing; prioritised
inspection regime; staff
training; effective
monitoring equipment;
adequate risk management
policies and procedures
Procurement
arrangements; funding;
staffing and project
management
Increased income;
opportunities taken to
reduce costs; budget
shortfalls addressed

Key
Likelihood
Impact

Very Likely = 4
Major = 8

Likely = 3
Serious = 4

Unlikely = 2
Significant = 2

Very Unlikely = 1
Minor = 1

7.

EQUALITIES IMPACT ASSESSMENT

7.1

An Equalities Impact Assessment has not been completed as the report is for information. Parks
and open spaces are generally accessible to all. Accessibility audits have been undertaken
recently for 12 of our largest parks and these contain a number of recommendations which will be
implemented as funding allows. The audits have been shared with the relevant stakeholder groups.

8.

COMMUNITY SAFETY

8.1

Not applicable for this report. Community safety issues in parks are being addressed through the
corporate Safer Spaces project; the parks lighting review and delivery under the Safer Streets 3
Funding.
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9.

ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

9.1

Environmental
Not applicable for this report. Our parks and trees deliver a wide range of environmental benefits
and contribute towards addressing the climate and ecological emergency.

9.2

Health
Not applicable for this report. As noted above, parks and trees make a significant contribution to
positive health and wellbeing, particularly in an urban environment.

9.3

Corporate Parenting
Play spaces and sports facilities in parks contribute towards providing a safe developmental
environment and health benefits for all of Lambeth’s children.

9.4

Staffing and accommodation
Not directly applicable, however the Committee may wish to scrutinise depot and accommodation
arrangements as detailed in Appendix 13.

9.5

Responsible Procurement
Not applicable for this report.

10. TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION
10.1 Not applicable.
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AUDIT TRAIL
Name and Position/Title
Councillor Rezina
Chowdhury
Bayo Dosunmu, Strategic
Director
Venetia Reid-Baptiste,
Director of Environment and
Streetscene
Andrew Ramsden, AD
Finance
Andrew Pavlou, Legal
Services
David Rose, Democratic
Services

Date Sent

Date
Received

Comments in
paragraph:

Cabinet Member for
Sustainable Lambeth
and Clean Air

16.06.22

20.06.22

Approved

Resident Services

16.06.22

17.06.22

Approved

Resident Services

14.06.22

15.06.22

Throughout

Finance and Property

14.06.22

15.06.22

3

Legal and Governance

14.06.22

14.06.22

4

Legal and Governance

14.06.22

15.06.22

Throughout

Lambeth Directorate

REPORT HISTORY
Original discussion with Cabinet Member
Report deadline
Date final report sent
Part II Exempt from Disclosure/confidential
accompanying report?
Key decision report
Date first appeared on forward plan
Key decision reasons

Ongoing
21.06.22
21.06.22
No
No
N/A
N/A
Lambeth Constitution
Lambeth’s Culture 2020 report
Lambeth’s Parks Capital Investment Plan 2014
Commons Act 1899
Greater London Parks and Open Spaces Act 1967
Local Government Act 1972
Open Spaces Act 1906
Health and Safety at Work Act 1974

Background information

Management of the Health and Safety at Work
Regulations 1999
Highways Act 1980
Occupiers’ Liability Act 1957
Occupiers Liability Act 1984
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act
1976
Compensation Act 2006
Plant Health Act 1967
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Environmental Protection Act 1990
Environment Act 1995
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981
Town and Country Planning Act 1990, part viii,
Chapter 1 (Trees)
Environment Act 2021
Space to Thrive – a rapid review of the benefits of
parks and green spaces
Nature report: Spending at least 120 minutes a
week in nature is associated with good health and
wellbeing
Revaluing Parks and Green Spaces
How Green Spaces Can Improve our Wellbeing
Green Space is Good for Mental Health
Green Spaces Aren’t Just Good for Nature, they
Boost our Mental Health Too
SCCoop (re. management of The Rookery)
MFPP (re. management of Myatt’s Fields Park)
SYCT (re. management of Streatham Vale Park)
Brockwell Park Strategic Partnership Board
Clapham Common Management Advisory
Committee

Appendices

Appendix 1 – Good Parks for London report 2020
Appendix 2 – Strategic Plan for Parks 2020-2025
Appendix 3 – Strategic Plan for Trees 2020-2025
Appendix 4 – Biodiversity Action Plan 2019
Appendix 5 – Pollinator Action Plan 2021
Appendix 6 – Lambeth Landscapes’ Grounds
Maintenance Specification 2021
Appendix 7 – sample park management plan
Appendix 8 – Tree Management Policy
Appendix 9 – draft Tree Risk Management Policy
Appendix 10 – draft Tree-Planting Strategy
Appendix 11 – Parks Capital Investment Plan
2020-2025
Appendix 12 – Parks User Survey 2020 report and
response
Appendix 13 – Lead Members and Officers
Organogram
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Agenda Item 4

OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 29 JUNE 2022
Report title: Recycling, Waste Collection and Street Cleansing Contract Performance Update
Wards: All
Portfolio: Cabinet Member for Sustainable Lambeth and Clean Air: Councillor Rezina
Chowdhury
Report Authorised by: Venetia Reid-Baptiste: Interim Strategic Director for Resident Services
Contact for enquiries: Doug Perry, Assistant Director Waste Management, Cleansing and
Ancillary Services, 020 7926 1255, DPerry@lambeth.gov.uk

REPORT SUMMARY
This report outlines the scope of the Recycling, Waste Collection and Street Cleansing Contract which
commenced in October 2021, with associated data on how the contract is performing to date against the
contractual Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

FINANCE SUMMARY
The new Recycling, Waste Collection and Street Cleansing Contract has a total value of £118.7m over
the six years of the contract, amounting to an average of £19.8m per annum. This is funded from a
mixture of General Fund (GF) and Housing Revenue Account (HRA) as well as agreed capital. The
maximum total cost of the contract across the maximum 14 years is approximately £277m.
The contract includes a number of KPIs that levy financial penalties should service failure occur, exceed
the contracted threshold or where remedial action has not taken place within the specified Service Level
Agreement (SLA). Since the start of the contract, £21,192.81 of default charges have been incurred.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

To review and comment on the contents of this report and associated appendices.

REASONS FOR EXEMPTION FROM DISCLOSURE
The accompanying part II appendices is exempt from disclosure by virtue of the following Paragraphs of
schedule 12A to the Local Government Act 1972:
3.
Information relating to the financial or business affairs of a particular person (including the
authority holding that information).
1
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1.

CONTEXT

1.1

In October 2021 Lambeth entered into a contract with Serco to deliver the new Recycling, Waste
Collection and Street Cleansing Contract for a period of six years with the option to extend up to a
further eight years. The contract is now more closely aligned to the Authority’s Waste Strategy,
working towards an agreed recycling performance target each year. Key contract benefits include
achieving a saving to the Authority of over £1m per year, ceasing the use of glyphosate for
weeding and having increased social value through targeted local employment and apprenticeship
opportunities.

1.2

The contract has an expanded scope from the previous model, now including the provision of
external cleaning on Lambeth Housing estates and graffiti and fly-posting removal, with a total
workforce of around 400 members of staff.

1.3

Unlike the previous contract, the new specification for street cleansing is output-based, whereby
the requirement is for the contractor to ensure the cleanliness of applicable areas do not fall below
an acceptable standard of a Grade B (in accordance with the Code of Practice for Litter and
Refuse). In the case that a street’s cleanliness is reported to be below what is deemed as
acceptable, the contractor has a contractual SLA in which they are required to return to the
affected area to take remedial action and restore the standard back up to a grade A.

1.4

Serco work to an ‘Intelligent Cleansing’ approach. This enables cleansing schedules to
continuously evolve over time to meet the demands of services and needs of individual areas.
Minimum frequencies have been applied to specific land types, supplemented by additional
mechanical and manual cleansing where there is a need. On a quarterly basis data gathered
through cleansing complaints, street inspections and monitoring will be reviewed to inform any
changes required to the schedule. Each road in Lambeth is cleaned a minimum of once per week,
which coincides with the scheduled refuse collection day and is coordinated to take place after the
collections.

1.5

Additional cleansing commitments within this contract include ensuring town centres are cleaned
daily before 8am, all other shop fronts outside of town centres are cleaned before 9am, and litter
bins do not exceed 85% full. Once reported, this will trigger a rectification notice for remedial
action. Failing to remedy within the contractual SLA will incur a default and financial penalty in
accordance with the contractual KPIs.

1.6

The graffiti service has significant differences compared with how the in-house model operated.
The benefits include faster removal of small-scale graffiti, such as that on street furniture which can
be removed by town centre cleaners as and when identified. The scope of the contract also
enables graffiti within BID areas to be cleaned, subject to authorisation by the BID at no additional
cost to the Authority.

1.7

Waste and recycling collections take place from all domestic properties at a minimum frequency of
once per week for each applicable waste stream. This contract sees the expansion of core
collection services to include Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) and batteries
which has recently been launched to kerbside properties, communal food waste collections, which
is currently offered to 3300 communal properties and will be implemented across all communal
properties in phases during the first term of the contract, with the first phase of an additional 3000
properties being rolled out by October this year.

1.8

Lambeth currently has around 21% of the commercial waste market share across the borough,
with the majority of customers residing within town centre areas. Each town centre operates a
timed collection service, restricting waste presentation to two permitted slots per day. These time
2
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periods also apply to flats above shops within the timed collection zone. As part of the new
contract, Serco are now providing an afternoon recycling service in town centres, in addition to the
existing collection in the morning.
1.9

Details of timed waste collections can be found here: https://beta.lambeth.gov.uk/rubbish-andrecycling/timed-rubbish-and-recycling-collections

1.10 Estate cleaning is delivered to all external hardstanding areas within the boundary of land
managed by Lambeth Housing. The service includes litter and detritus removal, weed and moss
removal, gully cleaning and bin chamber cleaning. One of the key benefits of bringing estate
cleaning and waste collections under the same contract is the coordination of services to enable
waste collection, bulky waste and fly-tips to be removed simultaneously, whilst leaving the area
clean, tidy and free of litter. The service is currently undergoing a reschedule exercise ready for the
launch of three new RCVs this autumn, of which will provide the additional capacity required to fully
implement this. Estate cleaning is output based in accordance with Serco’s ‘intelligent Cleansing;’
approach. Similar to street cleaning, on a quarterly basis data including complaint information and
inspections will be reviewed and used to inform any necessary changes to schedules.

2.

PROPOSAL AND REASONS
Street Cleaning Services Performance
The start of the contract coincided with seasonal leaf fall, which typically requires an additional 20
operatives for a continuous period of 10 weeks. However, at this time there was a national labour
shortage affecting the recruitment of drivers and the additional operatives required to undertake
leaf clearance. Throughout this period Serco were actively recruiting but struggled to achieve a full
cohort for leafing in addition to the number of drivers required to fully implement their street
cleansing operating model. Consequently, the service was unable to remove leaves as frequently
as previous years resulting in leaves being present for longer periods of time and presenting a
mulch build-up in channels and backlines. A combination of overtime for existing cleaners and
retaining seasonal agency staff for longer than usual was necessary to complete a boroughwide
deep clean in order to bring the streets back up to an acceptable standard. The client team have
since been undertaking boroughwide inspections and have seen a notable improvement in the
standard of zone 2 roads.

2.1

Additional contingency measures will be incorporated into this year’s seasonal leafing plan, which
includes how overtime across the workforce can be utilised early on should recruitment difficulties
reoccur.

2.2

The graph below outlines the street sweeping complaints received monthly since the start of the
contract. The significant increase in street sweeping related complaints between October and
January correlates with the leaf removal, which took a month longer than previous years to
conclude.
Graph 1 – Street Sweeping Complaints Monthly Comparison

3
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2.3

In February 2022 changes were made to the cleansing operation that required less drivers and
provided a more consistent approach to the cleansing of Zone 2 roads. This correlates with Graph
1 as street cleansing complaints reduced significantly.

2.4

Quality assurance monitoring is being undertaken by the client team to ascertain how the contract
is performing. Overall, the client team have seen an improvement in environmental quality in
relation to litter, detritus, litter bins and fly-tipped waste.

2.5

Graffiti removal is undertaken by a specialist crew supported by town centre cleaners who remove
small scale graffiti using graffiti wipes. The core scope of graffiti removal has expanded to include
areas within Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) which was previously only undertaken as part
of a charged for service. One issue that came to light was the operating times of the graffiti crew as
they start at 8am, which can often be too late to access graffiti on shop shutters. The approach has
therefore recently changed to also incorporate some graffiti removal within the duties of the
hotwash teams that start from 5am in order to facilitate graffiti removal from shutters. The approach
means graffiti can be removed across the borough early in the morning before residents and
commuters see it.

2.6

Table 1, below, sets out the graffiti related complaints received each month since the start of the
contract against the complaints received during the same period the year prior. It should be noted
that the period 20/21 included times where national lockdown was enacted and footfall was
substantially lower than the usual. As you can see the number of complaints is beginning to
decline.
Table 1 – Graffiti

Complaints/ MEs
received

20/21

21/22

Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar

1
3
1
1
1
0

8
10
3
8
9
9

4
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Apr
May
Total

2.7

5
8
20

4
4
55

Waste Collection Services Performance
Waste collections are heavily reliant on the smooth running of the associated management
information system (MIS). Collection schedules are loaded on mobile in-cab devices which enable
the crew to report as and when collections are completed, and if not the reason why. The start of
the contract experienced a significant churn in staff which included the loss of managers, drivers
and loaders creating a gap of local knowledge. Extensive recruitment and training has taken place
which has included an increased driver pay rate to attract experienced drivers to vacant positions.

2.8

For context the waste collection contract undertakes somewhere in the region of 1,500,000 (1.5
million) collections per month. Although the MIS has the capability for collection exceptions to be
reported, there has been training issues which have subsequently impacted performance. If a
collection exception hasn’t been recorded via the MIS, it will not be followed up by the appropriate
resource resulting in a service failure. In addition to this, the contract has experienced a problem
with the MIS whereby incomplete collections recorded by exception do not auto allocate to a
backup crew. There is a manual workaround currently in place, but some instances have been
missed which have again resulted in service failures. A new version of the MIS is due to go live in
July, with the expectation that this will be resolved.

2.9

The graph below sets out the complaints per month relating to waste collections since the start of
the contract against complaints received during the same period the year prior.
Graph 2 – Waste Collection Complaints Monthly Comparison
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Social Value Performance
2.10 The contract commits to a number of social value initiatives with associated targets. Most of the
targets do not have to be achieved until the end of the first contract year, September 2022.
2.11 The contract includes a contribution of 1% of the annual sum for each contract year towards the
Authority’s Social Value Fund which is recovered monthly.
5
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2.12 Prior to the start of the contract, Serco carried out over 300 customer satisfaction surveys, with a
commitment to improve satisfaction levels. Serco have committed to improving customer
satisfaction of waste collection services by 3% from the baseline by Year 3 and 5% from the
baseline by Year 6. Serco have committed to improving customer satisfaction of street cleaning by
2% from the baseline by Year 3 and 4% from the baseline by Year 6. Serco have committed to
improving customer satisfaction of the Reuse and Recycling Centre at Vale Street by 1% from the
baseline by Year 2 and 3% from the baseline by Year 6. Failure to achieve any of these targets
has financial implications to Serco of £2000 per percentage point missed.
2.13 The full suite of social value initiatives and targets can be found in Appendix F.
Contract related complaints and MEs
2.14 Service complaints and MEs are responded to by Serco through iCasework. Table 2 and the
corresponding graph, below, set out the total complaints and MEs received per month since the
start of the contract, against the same period the previous year. It should be noted that the period
20/21 included times where national lockdown was enacted and footfall was substantially lower
than the usual.
Table 2 – Total complaints and Members’ Enquiries per month

Month
received

20/21

Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Total

55
41
29
38
23
23
53
52
314

21/22
108
122
102
131
74
91
86
97
811

% Responded to
within SLA (21/22)
Complaints

MEs

100
100
98.81
98.75
98.75
95.77
100
100
-

100
100
100
100
97.30
91.18
94.44
100
-

Graph 3 – Total complaints and Members’ Enquiries monthly comparison
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2.15 As expected, the volume of complaints and MEs received since the start of the contract is higher
compared with the same period the year prior. Table 3, below, provides a breakdown detailing the
quantity of complaints received for each subject matter. Waste collection complaints present the
highest number, with 213 received during the first eight months of the contract. This is an increase
compared with the same period during the previous year which received 75 complaints. Waste
collection complaints are predominantly related to missed collections, which was anticipated during
the final weeks of the previous contract when an increasing number of drivers were offered
positions elsewhere. This left Lambeth with a boroughwide loss of local knowledge. With the
average kerbside round undertaking over 2,000 collections per day, obscured collection points
were being missed. During the initial weeks of the contract these were being identified. However,
recruitment struggles during the first few months resulted in drivers being transient, taking longer
for local knowledge to acquire within collection rounds.
Table 3 – Complaint classification and comparison

Classification

20/21

21/22

Bins not returned
Assisted collection
Bin Chamber
Blocked drains and gullies
Bulky refuse collection
Christmas trees
Collection
Dog Fouling
Dumped rubbish
Envirocrime
Excess waste
Garden waste
Leaf Clearance
Litter bins
Other

18
3
1
9
20
4
75
5
42
2
3
13
10
11
30

35
8
2
12
42
3
213
10
79
0
5
14
19
6
101

7
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Salt bins
Spilt oil/Paint
Street Champions
Street sweeping
Supply of bags/bins
Vale street
Weeds on pavement
Overhanging hedges
Public conveniences
Total

1
1
3
26
29
4
4
0
0
314

3
2
9
160
58
19
3
4
4
811

2.16 Street sweeping received the second highest number of complaints with 160 received during the
first eight months of the contract, compared with 26 received during the same period the year prior.
However, the street cleansing complaints declined substantially once leaf clearance concluded in
January. Commencing the contract with insufficient staffing levels at the start of the leafing season,
whilst there was a national labour shortage was unavoidable. Lessons learnt have informed
contingency plans for the season this year, which will utilise overtime early on to fulfil requirements
should there be recruitment difficulties.
Borough Comparison
2.17 Lambeth is one of few boroughs that operate weekly collection services for all waste streams. As
part of this contract core collection services are being expanded to include WEEE, batteries and
communal food waste collections. A kerbside textiles collection service will also be introduced to
households eligible for assisted collections.
2.18 Table 4, below, sets out a collection service offer comparison against neighbouring boroughs with
associated frequencies.
Table 4 – Collection Services

Borough

Lambeth
Southwark
Lewisham
Croydon
Merton
Wandswort
h
Bromley
H&F

Recycling
Collection
Frequency
(kerbside)

Residual
Collection
Frequency
(kerbside)

Food Waste
Collection
Frequency
(kerbside)

Garden
Waste
Collection
Frequency
(kerbside)

Weekly
Fortnightly
Weekly
Fortnightly
Fortnightly

Weekly
Fortnightly
Fortnightly
Fortnightly
Fortnightly

Weekly
Weekly
Weekly
Weekly
Weekly

Weekly
Weekly
Weekly
Fortnightly
Fortnightly

Yes
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
Yes
Yes

Weekly

Weekly

N/A

Weekly

No

No

Fortnightly
Weekly

Fortnightly
Weekly

Weekly
Weekly

Fortnightly
N/A

Yes
No

Yes
No

WEEE Textiles
Collectio Collectio
ns
ns

2.19 Table 5, below, sets out the core service areas delivered through this contract, stipulating the
service provider of neighbouring boroughs and where the service is delivered in-house.
Table 5 – Service Provider
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Borough
Lambeth
Southwark
Lewisham
Croydon
Merton
Wandsworth
Bromley
H&F

Street
Cleaning
Serco
In-house
In-house
Veolia
Veolia
Continental
Landscapes
Veolia
Serco

External
Estate
Cleaning
Serco
In-house
In-house
In-house
TBC
Lewis and
Graves/
Pinnacle
TBC
Pinnacle

Waste
Collections
and
Recycling

Graffiti
Removal

Gully
Cleaning

Serco
Veolia
In-house
Veolia
Veolia

Serco
In-house
In-house
In-house
Veolia

Serco

AGS One

Veolia
Serco

Veolia
In-house

Serco
In-house
In-house
In-house
Veolia/Conway
Direct Services
Organisation/
Drain Surgeon
Riney
In-house

2.20 Table 6, below, provides the most up to date recycling rate for Lambeth and neighbouring
boroughs, as published by Defra.
Table 6 – Recycling Rate for Lambeth and neighbouring boroughs

Borough

Recycling Rates

Lambeth
Southwark
Lewisham
Croydon
Merton
Wandsworth
Bromley
H&F

36.4%
32.5%
28.4%
41.3%
40.8%
24.2%
44.8%
27.5%

Service Improvements
2.21 There are a number of service improvements planned for the year ahead aimed at maximising
waste diversion and improving service performance. These include:
a.
WEEE and battery collections – This service launched 2 May 2022 to kerbside properties.
The service enables residents to present small WEEE on their usual day of collection. These
items are collected by the existing collection crews and contained in a segregated
compartment on the vehicle.
b.
Communal food waste collections – This is being rolled out in phases throughout the first
term of the contract to all communal households. The service is currently offered to 3,300
communal households. By the end of the first contract year this will be rolled out to a further
3,000 and by the end of the second contract year to a further 12,000, with further phases
planned for the remaining communal households which currently stands at around 65,000.
c.
Flats recycling package – This package will upgrade the waste facilities on estates,
providing more user-friendly containers, clearer signage and ensure adequate recycling
capacity, adhering to best practice ratios.
d.
Coordinated estate collections – External estate cleaning and bulk removal is currently
subcontracted to Pinnacle. From October this arrangement will cease with the staff
transferring over to Serco. At this time three additional RCVs will be delivered increasing the
capacity on communal collection rounds to fully coordinate estate collections, enabling
9
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e.

f.

g.

residual waste bins, bulky waste, and fly-tips to be removed in one pass. A reschedule is
currently underway to support this.
Estate cleaning improvements – From October mechanical cleansing will be introduced to
Lambeth estates to compliment manual cleaning. This will improve efficiency, cleansing
standards and support weed removal.
Smart litter bins – Smart litter bins are being installed in Lambeth town centres in June. The
litter bins will be a combination of recycling and general waste bins, that compact the
contents to enable the receptacle to hold five times the usual quantity of waste. The bins
contain a solar powered battery that triggers the compacting mechanism and contain sensors
on fill levels which send notifications when the bins require emptying.
Emmaus partnership – Serco will be partnering with Emmaus to increase the diversion of
bulky items suitable for reuse. The service will be free to residents that have eligible items for
collection. The items will be sold by Emmaus with profits supporting the homeless community
and contributing towards Lambeth’s waste minimisation target.

Contract Management
2.22 The management of the contract sits within Environmental Services and consists of a team of four,
comprising of a Contract Manager, a Senior Contract Officer and two Contract Officers. The
contract governance structure consists of a tiered series of meetings designed to deliver strategic
outcomes, achieve targets, monitor performance, strengthen partnership working and keep on top
of day-to-day operational issues.
2.23 The Operations Group is the first tier within the governance structure. These meetings take place
fortnightly and manage day-to-day operations, ensuring compliance with the specification, KPIs
and performance obligations whilst supporting partnership working.
2.24 The Contract Management Group is the second tier within the structure. These meetings take
place monthly and review contractual performance reports, financial information and education and
outreach updates. This is also the forum to escalate unresolved matters from the Operations
Group.
2.25 The Contract Partnership Board is the third and final tier within the structure. This is the Strategic
Contract Improvement and Development Forum. This forum will meet six-monthly and is chaired by
the Strategic Director for Resident Services, with attendance of the Cabinet Member.
2.26 The governance series is complimented by the Community Board designed to maintain momentum
across various social value partners and an Innovations Forum which focuses on identifying new
technology that could benefit the contract on an invest to save basis.
2.27 The performance is largely measured using a suite of agreed KPIs that are monitored through the
MIS. Monthly performance data is presented at the Contract Management Group meeting detailing
any applicable financial deductions. A summary of the KPI failures that have occurred since the
start of the contract can be found in Appendix G.
2.28 Quality assurance inspections will continue to be undertaken by the client team. Substandard
performance is recorded via the MIS and brought to the attention of the contractor.

3.

FINANCE

3.1

The new Recycling, Waste Collection and Street Cleansing Contract has a total value of £118.7m
over the six years of the contract, amounting to an average of £19.8m per annum. This is funded
10
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from a mixture of General Fund (GF) and HRA as well as agreed capital. The maximum total cost
of the contract across the maximum 14 years is approximately £277m.
3.2

The contract includes a number of KPIs that levy financial penalties should the service failure
occur, exceed the contracted threshold or where remedial action has not taken place within the
specified SLA. Since the start of the contract £21,192.81 of default charges have been incurred.
This is detailed in Appendix G.

4.

LEGAL AND DEMOCRACY

4.1

There are no specific legal comments on this report.

4.2

There were no further comments from Democratic Services.

5.

CONSULTATION AND CO-PRODUCTION

5.1

Serco are responsible for the monitoring of its own performance and have therefore contributed
towards the data used within this report.

5.2

The waste strategy update which informed the service specification was extensively consulted on
and informed the development of the service specification.

5.3

The consultation held with various stakeholders, businesses and residents of the borough was
detailed and comprehensive. It took place from 14 May to 10 June 2019. Over 8,100 emails were
issued and there were over 1,000 click throughs to the dedicated Waste Conversation webpage.
The accompanying social media campaign was seen over 19,000 times, which led to nearly 400
separate engagements in the Waste Conversation.

5.4

Internal stakeholders including Housing Officers were consulted on the contract specification.

5.5

Residents were broadly supportive of the strategy, particularly in terms of increased recycling
targets. They also requested greater opportunities to recycle which was incorporated into the
specification via a request for bidders to set out what other materials could be recycled at kerbside,
such as electrical goods.

6.

RISK MANAGEMENT

6.1

The main risks associated with this contract are:
Table 7 – Risk Register

Item

1

Risk

Compliance with Health and
Safety
requirements

Likelihood

(2) Unlikely

11

Impact

Score

(2)
4
Significant

Control Measures
The Council has a duty to
ensure that
the services are
designed, procured
and delivered with due
regard to health
and safety. The contractor
proved
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Item

Risk

Likelihood

Impact

Score

2

Insolvency of the contractor
during
the contract period

(2) Unlikely

(4)
8
Significant

3

Lambeth’s exposure to third
party
claims

(2) Unlikely

(2)
4
Significant

(2) Unlikely

(2)
4
Significant

(2) Unlikely

(2)
4
Significant

4

5

Unforeseen changes in
legislation
may lead to additional costs
to the
contract
Type of indexation/inflation
indices proposed to obtain
best value

6

Poor contract performance

(2) Unlikely

(2)
4
Significant

7

Social Value commitments
not delivered

(2) Unlikely

(2)
4
Significant

12

Control Measures
competency through the
procurement
process, including a
dedicated method
statement on health and
safety.
A Parent Company
Guarantee (PCG)
is part of the Conditions of
Contract. There is
provision in the contract
for the council to ‘step in’
and take over operations
in this eventuality. The
Dun and Bradstreet check
indicated this was a LowModerate Risk company
and no concerns should
be raised as a result of
the report.
The contractor
indemnifies the Council
against all actions and
claims relating
to the provision of the
services during
the contract period.
The initial contract term is
quite short to enable
flexibility.
A basket of indices is in
place to reflect the key
elements of the service.
Robust contract
management processes
in place (see section 2.32
of the Waste, Recycling
and Cleansing Contract
Decision Report).
Robust measurement and
monitoring of Social Value
in place as part of
contract management
(see section 2.32 and 9.5
– 9.10 of the Waste,
Recycling and Cleansing
Contract Decision
Report).
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Item

Risk

Likelihood

Impact

Score

8

Brexit impact

3 (likely)

(2)
6
Significant

9

Covid-19 impact

3 (likely)

(2)
6
Significant

Control Measures
The business continuity
plan will be required to
cover any impacts of
Brexit.
The business continuity
plan outlines how these
impacts will be mitigated.

Key
Likelihood
Impact

Very Likely = 4
Major = 8

Likely = 3
Serious = 4

Unlikely = 2
Significant = 2

Very Unlikely = 1
Minor = 1

7.

EQUALITIES IMPACT ASSESSMENT

7.1

The Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) for the procurement of this contract went to a member led
panel at the time of the procurement strategy. The EIA takes into account the comments of the
panel and is included at Appendix E.

8.

COMMUNITY SAFETY

8.1

The new service contributes to community safety by ensuring that offensive graffiti is removed
within 24 hours. Keeping areas clean and free of fly-tipping and litter may also help prevent other
forms of anti-social behaviour.

9.

ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

9.1

There are no organisational implications arising from this report. Organisational implications of this
contract can be found in the Recycling, Waste and Cleansing Contract Decision Report which can
be found in Background information of this report.

10. TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION
10.1 Not applicable.
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AUDIT TRAIL
Name and Position/Title
Councillor Rezina
Chowdhury
Venetia Reid-Baptiste,
Strategic Director
Andrew Ramsden, Finance
Andrew Pavlou, Legal
Services
David Rose, Democratic
Services

Date Sent

Date
Received

Comments in
paragraph:

Cabinet Member for
Sustainable Lambeth
and Clean Air

20.06.22

20.06.22

-

Resident Services

14.06.22

20.06.22

Throughout

Finance and Investment

14.06.22

15.06.22

3

Legal and Governance

14.06.22

14.06.22

4

Legal and Governance

14.06.22

16.06.22

-

Lambeth Directorate

REPORT HISTORY
Original discussion with Cabinet Member
Report deadline
Date final report sent
Part II Exempt from Disclosure/confidential
accompanying report?
Key decision report
Date first appeared on forward plan
Key decision reasons

Ongoing
16.06.22
21.06.22
Yes
No
N/A
N/A
Lambeth Waste Strategy

Background information

Appendices

Recycling, Waste and Cleansing Contract Decision
Report
Appendix A – Serco Contract (Confidential)
Appendix B – Schedule 2, Specification
(Confidential)
Appendix C1 – Contract KPIs
Appendix C2 – Contract KPIs Service Failure
Process (Confidential)
Appendix D – Borough Comparison
Appendix E – Waste Contract EIA
Appendix F – Social Value (Confidential)
Appendix G – KPI Default Summary (Confidential)
Appendix H – KPI Performance Comparison
Appendix I – Complaints
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Agenda Item 5

OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 29 JUNE 2022
Report title: Scrutiny Sub-Committee Memberships and Terms of References
Wards: All
Report Authorised by: Raymond Prince, Director of Legal Services and Governance
Contact for enquiries: Victoria Lower, Deputy Democratic Services Manager,
vlower@lambeth.gov.uk

REPORT SUMMARY
Approval is sought for the appointment of Sub-Committee memberships for 2022-23. The Overview and
Scrutiny Committee is also asked to note the Terms of Reference of the Adult Social Care and Health
Scrutiny Sub-Committee

FINANCE SUMMARY
There are no financial implications arising from this report.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

To appoint the members of the Scrutiny-Sub Committees as found at Appendix 1 of the report.

2.

To note the draft Terms of Reference for the Adult Social Care and Health Scrutiny Sub-Committee
at Appendix 2 of the report and recommend that Full Council approve it for publication in the
Council’s Constitution.

3.

To recommend to Full Council the appointment of up to three people as non-voting co-optees and
at least four voting co-optees for education matters.
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1.

CONTEXT

1.1

At Annual Council on 25 May 2022, Council agreed the membership of the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee and the Chairs of the three Scrutiny Sub-Committees. Following this meeting, the
political Groups of the Council have been consulted on the memberships of the Sub-Committees.
The proposed memberships of the Sub-Committees can be found at Appendix 1 of the report.

1.2

The Overview and Scrutiny Committee have agreed to establish an Adult Social Care and Health
Scrutiny Sub-Committee, which will meet three times a year. The draft Terms of Reference for this
Sub-Committee are attached at Appendix 2 of the report and are subject to Full Council approval.

2.

PROPOSAL AND REASONS

2.1

Approval is sought for the appointments to the three sub-committees of the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee for the 2022/23 municipal year. The three sub-committees are:
a.
Adult Social Care and Health Scrutiny Sub-Committee;
b.
Children Services Scrutiny Sub-Committee; and,
c.
Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee.

2.2

The three political Groups have been consulted on the proposed memberships, as set out
Appendix 1 of the report.

2.3

The Terms of References for the Children Services Scrutiny Sub-Committee and Housing Scrutiny
Sub-Committee are set out at Part III Section B of the Council’s Constitution.

2.4

Following the decision to form an Adult Social Care and Health Scrutiny Sub-Committee a draft
Terms of Reference has been formed and can be viewed at Appendix 2 of this report. Full Council
has the authority to approve the Terms of Reference, and so the Overview and Scrutiny Committee
are asked to note the draft Terms of Reference and recommend that Council approve these.

2.5

2.6

Co-opted Members
The Constitution (Part III, Section B, pages 68-9) also grants the Overview and Scrutiny Committee
the power to recommend to Full Council the appointment of up to three people as non-voting cooptees.
in accordance with statutory requirements, the Overview and Scrutiny Committee shall include in
its membership the following voting representatives for education matters:
a.
Church of England diocese representative (at least one);
b.
Roman Catholic diocese representative (at least one);
c.
parent governor representatives (between two and five); and,
d.
representative of other faiths or denominations.
The voting rights of these representatives shall apply only when the Committee is dealing
with education matters that are the responsibility of the authority’s executive. The
representatives will be invited to attend those meetings of the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee where at least one agenda item is anticipated to involve the consideration of
education matters, statutorily defined. If the committee deals with other matters, these
representatives shall not vote on those other matters, though they may stay in the meeting
and speak. In addition, there are other restrictions on the ability of these representatives to
vote (e.g., in relation to matters affecting the school which they represent). Details of these
are provided to all Education representatives upon appointment.
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Education co-opted representatives will be entitled to be included on the membership of any
scrutiny commission established by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee which deals
specifically with education matters.
2.6

In addition, the Committee may also co-opt additional members to serve on the crime and disorder
committee where it considers appropriate. However, the co-opted members shall not be greater
than the number of permanent committee members and their membership may be limited to the
committee’s powers in relation to a particular matter or type of matter, with their voting rights
determined by the committee.

3.

FINANCE

3.1

There are no specific capital or revenue implications arising as a direct result of this report.

4.

LEGAL AND DEMOCRACY

4.1

There were no further comments from Legal Services.

4.2

No additional comments from Democratic Services.

5.

CONSULTATION AND CO-PRODUCTION

5.1

None.

6.

RISK MANAGEMENT

6.1

None

7.

EQUALITIES IMPACT ASSESSMENT

7.1

None.

8.

COMMUNITY SAFETY

8.1

None.

9.

ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

9.1

Environmental
None.

9.2

Health
None.

9.3

Corporate Parenting
None.

9.4

Staffing and accommodation
None.
Responsible Procurement
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9.5

None.

10. TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION
10.1 Changes to the memberships of the Scrutiny Sub-Committees will take effect immediately.
10.2 Subject to approval by Council the Terms of Reference for the Adult Social Care and Health
Scrutiny Sub-Committee will be updated within the Constitution.
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AUDIT TRAIL
Name and Position/Title
Raymond Prince, Director
of Legal and Governance
David Rose, Senior
Democratic Services Officer

Date Sent

Date
Received

Legal and Governance

09.06.22

16.06.22

Legal and Governance

09.06.22

09.06.22

Lambeth Directorate

Comments in
paragraph:

REPORT HISTORY
Original discussion with Chair of Overview and
Scrutiny Committee
Report deadline
Date final report sent
Part II Exempt from Disclosure/confidential
accompanying report?
Key decision report
Date first appeared on forward plan
Key decision reasons
Background information
Appendices

Ongoing
17.06.22
20.06.22
No
No
N/A
N/A
Council report - Constitution 2022-23
1. Scrutiny Sub-Committee memberships 2022-23
2. Draft Terms of Reference for the Adult Social
Care and Health Scrutiny Sub-Committee
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Appendix 1 – Scrutiny Sub-Committee Membership
Children’s Services Scrutiny Sub-Committee
Five Members (Labour):

One Member (Lib Dem):

Councillor David Oxley (Chair)
Councillor Christine Banton
Councillor James Bryan
Councillor Judith Cavanagh
Councillor Deepak Sardiwal
Councillor Matthew Bryant

Substitutes:

Councillor Ibtisam Adem
Councillor Alison Inglis-Jones

Two Church representatives:

Lynette
Murphy-O’Dwyer
(Southwark
Roman Catholic Schools Commission)
Frank Roberts (Southwark Church of
England Diocesan Board of Education)
Baboucarr Jallow
Simon Funnell

Two Parent Governor Representatives:

Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee
Five Members (Labour):

One Member (Green):
Substitutes:

Councillor Paul Gadsby (Chair)
Councillor Sarina Da Silva
Councillor Olga FitzRoy
Councillor Alison Inglis-Jones
Councillor Issa Issa
Councillor Nicole Griffiths
Councillor John-Paul Ennis
Councillor Liam Daley

Adult Social Care and Health Scrutiny Sub-Committee
Five Members (Labour):

One Member (Lib Dem):
Substitutes:

Councillor Annie Gallop (Chair)
Councillor Isla Wrathmell
Councillor Andrew Collins
Councillor Verity McGivern
Councillor Deepak Sardiwal
Councillor Donna Harris
Councillor David Oxley
Councillor Nanda Manley-Browne
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Appendix 2 – Draft Adult Social Care and Health Scrutiny Sub-Committee Terms of
Reference

The planning, provision and operation of health and related services in Lambeth (and any substantial
variation therein) and consideration of the health and wellbeing of the local population. Public health;
adult care services; adults with learning disabilities; older people’s services; residential care; carers;
voluntary sector; disabilities; mental health; people with or affected by HIV or AIDS; supporting people
services; street homelessness/rough sleeping support services; careline; sheltered housing support; and
relations with key health partners including hospital trusts and NHS Lambeth.
To review and scrutinise matters relating to the health service in the Lambeth area and to make reports
and recommendations in respect of those matters.
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Agenda Item 6

OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 29 JUNE 2022
Report title: Overview and Scrutiny Committee Work Programme 2022/23
Wards: All
Portfolio: Cabinet Member for Finance and Cost of Living: Councillor David Amos
Report Authorised by: Raymond Prince, Director of Legal and Governance
Contact for enquiries: David Rose, Senior Democratic Services Officer, Legal and
Governance; 020 7926 1037, drose@lambeth.gov.uk

Report summary
This report sets out the committee’s draft work programme, provides an update on and record of actions
or recommendations arising from previous meetings, and provides councillors with information relevant
to the management of the committee.

Finance summary
There are no additional capital or revenue implications arising as a direct result of this report. The work
programme will be undertaken within the existing budget provision for Scrutiny within Legal and
Governance.

Recommendations
1.

To note the work programme as drafted and the status of actions (Appendix 1).

2.

To discuss and suggest items for future scrutiny for the 2022/23 municipal year.
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1.

Context

1.1

The Overview and Scrutiny Committee (OSC) is responsible for overseeing and scrutinising the
whole range of the Authority’s functions and responsibilities, as well as other public service
providers’ work and its impact on the local community. The committee’s remit extends to all
matters which impact on the economic, social and environmental wellbeing of those who live, work,
study or use services in the borough.

1.2

OSC also exercises the council’s statutory scrutiny functions in relation to health, and crime and
disorder. The committee has responsibility for the review and scrutiny of matters relating to the
planning, provision and operation of health and related services in Lambeth (and any substantial
variation thereof) in accordance with the Health and Social Care Act 2012 and relevant regulations.
The committee is also the borough’s designated ‘Crime and Disorder Scrutiny Committee’ in
accordance with the Police and Justice Act 2006 and has responsibility for scrutinising the work of
the Safer Lambeth Partnership.

1.3

At the AGM on 24 April 2022, Council agreed the committee membership and meeting dates for
the 2022/23 municipal year. Further information can be found on the Council’s website at:
http://moderngov.lambeth.gov.uk/ieListMeetings.aspx?CommitteeId=113

1.4

The Children’s Services Scrutiny Sub-Committee (CSSSC) established in April 2017 is continuing
in 2022/23 and is scheduled to meet three times over the course of the year. Councillor David
Oxley, the Chair of CSSSC, also sits on OSC in order to ensure coordination of work between the
two bodies, eliminate any potential duplication and feed in findings from CSSSC into OSC, and
vice versa, where relevant.

1.5

In addition, the Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee (HSSC) continues since being established in
April 2022 with a remit to scrutinise the full range of housing management services which fall under
the control of the Director of Housing, together with Private Sector Enforcement and Regulation.
This meeting meets three time over the course of the year and is chaired by Councillor Paul
Gadsby, OSC Vice-Chair.

1.6

In addition, a new Health and Adult Social Care Scrutiny Sub-Committee (HASCSSC) is being
established this municipal year and is to be chaired by Councillor Annie Gallop, OSC Vice-Chair.

2.

Proposal and Reasons

2.1

The Overview and Scrutiny Committee is invited to consider its work programme at each meeting.
Although some flexibility needs to be retained to enable items to be added at relatively short notice,
planning the committee’s work programme assists in the commissioning of reports and helps to
ensure that planned work is considered in a timely manner.

2.2

The committee’s draft work programme and action monitoring table are attached at Appendix 1.
The work programme is updated following completion of any actions or recommendations arising
or timetabling of new items. The work programme should be monitored at each meeting to ensure
that previous actions and requests have been completed in full.

2.3

Arrangements for meetings for the rest of the 2022/23 municipal year are yet to be confirmed but
suggested areas for future scrutiny are set out in the appendix to this report, taking into account
the committee’s previous work and issues identified.
Scrutiny Commissions
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2.4

2.6

All proposals for scrutiny commissions should be submitted to the Scrutiny Team and will be
considered by the OSC Chair and Vice-Chairs in the first instance. Councillors submitting a
proposal for a Commission are asked to provide outline information using the commission scoping
template. Commissions can only be progressed when adequate resource has become available in
the Democratic Services Team. A table in Appendix 1 will summarise the status of all current
commissions.
Joint Health Overview and Scrutiny Committees
Our Healthier South East London JHOSC
Our Healthier South East London (OHSEL) Joint Health Overview and Scrutiny Committee
(JHOSC) comprises representatives of the six boroughs across South East London - the London
Boroughs of Bromley, Bexley, Lambeth, Lewisham and Southwark and the Royal Borough of
Greenwich. The Joint Committee’s role is to scrutinise health services across South East London,
in particular the proposals and consultation processes of the NHS Our Healthier South East
London programme to ensure that improved, safe and sustainable health services are delivered
across the region.

Borough Plan
2.11 Lambeth’s Borough Plan sets out the outcomes and objectives that the Council is trying to achieve;
these can be a useful tool for scrutiny members in their holding to account role; and, to support the
consideration, identification, and prioritisation of work programme items. The Borough Plan is
based around five big ambitions:
a.
enable sustainable growth and investment;
b.
increase community resilience;
c.
promote care and independence by reforming services;
d.
make Lambeth a place where people want to live, work and invest; and,
e.
be passionate about equality, strengthening diversity, and delivering inclusion.
Forward Plan
2.12 The Forward Plan lists all key decisions that the Council (including the Health and Wellbeing
Board) will take over the coming months. A key decision is defined as an executive decision which
will:
(1) Require an amendment to the Community Plan Outcomes Framework or require a
recommendation to Council to amend the Budget and Policy Framework; and/or
(2) Result in the local authority incurring expenditure, raising income or making savings in
excess of £500,000; and/or
(3) Have a significant impact on:
(a) communities living or working in an area comprising two or more wards in Lambeth; or
(b) wellbeing of the community or the quality of service provided to a significant number of
people living or working in an area; or,
(c) communities of interest
2.13 The plan is therefore a useful tool for identifying forthcoming decisions where the committee might
add value. The Forward Plan can be found at:
https://moderngov.lambeth.gov.uk/mgListPlans.aspx?RD=0&RPId=137&bcr=1

3.

Finance

3.1

There are no additional capital or revenue implications arising as a direct result of this report. The
work programme will be undertaken within the existing budget provision for Scrutiny within Legal
and Governance.
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4.

Legal and Democracy

4.1

There are no legal implications, but advice on specific work programme items may be provided in
the future.

4.2

There are no further democratic implications arising from this report.

5.

Consultation and co-production

5.1

All members of the Council are entitled to suggest items for scrutiny work programmes in
accordance with the Council’s scrutiny procedure rules (Constitution, Part 3, Section 6).
Suggestions are also invited specifically from scrutiny members as part of their community
leadership role and from members of the public. The Council’s website includes a form for the
submission of suggestions and for public notice questions.

6.

Risk management

6.1

None arising from this report.

7.

Equalities impact assessment

7.1

An equalities impact assessment of the work programme has not been undertaken. Reports
commissioned by the Committee will be expected to address any equalities issues. Any
recommendations arising from commissions will have equalities implications considered at the
drafting stage.

8.

Community safety

8.1

None.

9.

Organisational implications

9.1

None.

10. Timetable for implementation
10.1 See Appendix 1.
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Audit Trail
Name/Position
Hamant Bharadia,
Assistant Director
Strategic Finance
Andrew Pavlou, Legal
Services
Sarah Keeble, Democratic
Services

Lambeth directorate/
department or partner

Date
Sent

Date
Received

Finance and Investment

16.06.22

18.06.22

Legal and Governance

16.06.22

18.06.22

Legal and Governance

16.06.22

16.06.22

Comments
in para:

Report History
Original discussion with Cabinet Member
Report deadline
Date final report sent
Part II Exempt from
Disclosure/confidential accompanying
report?
Key decision report
Date first appeared on forward plan
Key decision reasons
Background information
Appendices

N/A
16.06.22
16.06.22
No
No
N/A
N/A
Future Lambeth: Our Borough Plan 2016-2021
Forward Plan of Key Decisions
Lambeth Council Constitution
Appendix 1: OSC Work Programme 2022/23
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OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 2022-23 WORK PROGRAMME
29 June 2022
Item/Topic

Aims/Objectives and recommendations


SERCO Waste
Contract






Parks and Tree
Policy




Sub-Committee
Membership





Pre-meet with Lead Officers: 9 June 2022
Draft deadline: 8 June 2022
Final deadline: 16 June 2022

Visits

Witnesses

Doug Perry

 Residents

Kevin
Crook

 Partnership and
Friends Groups
 Residents

Background
information
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Outline of what the contract covers, its period of
operation and break clauses and any assurances related
to it made by SERCO.
Key performance indicators and how SERCO is
performing against them (also performance compared to
the previous service provider).
Issues of concern and a record of any complaints (or
compliments) received related to the contract.
Comparison with neighbouring boroughs.
On Parks and Tree policy and how it differs from previous
policies and the rationale for the changes.
Detail how different parks are now managed, how many
partnerships boards are in existence and how they are
working.
Park maintenance and to what extent we rely on
volunteer help.
Resident feedback, satisfaction surveys, common
complaints, what do residents most appreciate.
Trees policy - planting numbers and what kind, replacing
and consultation with residents, dangerous trees on
Lambeth Council property
Powers in relation to dangerous trees elsewhere.
Comparison with neighbouring boroughs.
To agree sub-Committee membership and co-optees
prior to agreement of Full Council.

Lead
Officer

David
Rose

N/A

N/A

N/A

Agenda publication date: 21 June 2022

14 September 2022
Item/Topic

Aims/Objectives and recommendations

Lead
Officer

Visits

Witnesses

Background
information

Witnesses

Background
information
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Pre-meet with Lead Officers: tbc
Draft deadline: 23 August
Final deadline: 1 September
Agenda publication date: 6 September

8 November 2022

Item/Topic

Aims/Objectives and recommendations




Pre-meet with Lead Officers: tbc
Draft deadline: 18 October
Final deadline: 26 October
Agenda publication date: 31 October

7 December 2022 - Budget

Lead
Officer

Visits




Item/Topic

Aims/Objectives and recommendations

Lead
Officer

Visits

Witnesses

Background
information

Witnesses

Background
information










Pre-meet with Lead Officers: tbc
Draft deadline: 16 November
Final deadline: 24 November
Agenda publication date: 29 November

24 January 2023

Aims/Objectives and recommendations




Pre-meet with Lead Officers: tbc
Draft deadline: 3 January
Final deadline: 11 January
Agenda publication date: 16 January

14 March 2023 – Crime and Disorder

Lead
Officer

Visits
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Item/Topic

Item/Topic

Aims/Objectives and recommendations



Safer Lambeth
Partnership
Scrutiny Report









Annual Crime and Disorder item, to focus on:
Trust and confidence in the Police and how these can be
improved/resolved
Stop and search
County lines
Safer Neighbourhood Panels and their effectiveness
The process for police complaints, particularly for groups
such as young people and BAME people
How the Council and Police work together on areas such
as anti-social behaviour
Violence affecting young people / youth violence

Lead
Officer

Trevor
East

Issues for potential future scrutiny
The following items had been identified by the previous OSC for potential addition on this year’s agendas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Care Home Provision and Delivery
Integrated Care Partnership and Health and Wellbeing Board
Covid – 19 Update
Climate Change Update
Road Danger/Safety
Net Zero Progress
Tree Planting Strategy and Park Management
Employment and Skills Strategy
Customer service standards
Thames Water
Homes for Lambeth

Witnesses

Background
information
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Pre-meet with Lead Officers: tbc
Draft deadline: 21 February
Final deadline: 1 March
Agenda publication date: 6 March

Visits

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Lambeth Parks
Developer Contributions & Neighbourhood CIL Delivery Framework
Responsible Procurement Policy Review
LTNs and Air Pollution
Waste Strategy
Leisure Strategy/contracts
Road Safety Strategy

Scrutiny Commissions
More information on current commissions is contained in the OSC work programme report where applicable.

Title/Proposal

Status

Co-Chairs/Lead Member(s)
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Overview & Scrutiny Committee Action Monitoring
30 January 2019: Transport / Digital Accessibility

Item

Recommendation / Action

Draft Lambeth
Transport
Strategy

That the Transport Strategy be amended to include
guidance on motorcycle parking provision and
criteria for interested residents

Accepted

-

Response
Deadline

Work stream delayed due to
Covid-19

To be picked up in the
Kerbside Strategy in 2021/22
November 2021: the Strategy
is currently in development

TBC

Owner

Simon
Phillips

TBC
Simon
Phillips

RAG
rating
A
(last
update 08
November
2021)
A
(last
update 09
February
2022)

19 May 2020: Council Response to Covid-19

Item
Council
Response to
Covid-19

Recommendation / Action
That further work be done to establish how vacant
space and additional space requirements be
identified and connected to support changes in
working practices in Lambeth

16 July 2020: Budget / Climate Change

Accepte
d/
Rejected
Accepted

Response

Project Work to commence to
consolidate all information
including: location, facilities
available, current usage,
associated budgets etc

Deadline

Owner

RAG
rating

TBC

Andrew
Travers/
Neil
Euesden

A
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Draft Lambeth
Transport
Strategy

To support the work being done to explore the
feasibility of introducing a workplace parking levy in
the borough and request to be kept updated
throughout the evidence gathering and decision
making process

Accepte
d/
Rejected

Item

Tackling
Climate Change
in Light of
Covid-19

Recommendation / Action

That the committee endorses the innovative work
being done by the London Borough of Islington on
heat transfer and would like to see Lambeth explore
similar approaches

Accepte
d/
Rejected

Accepted

Response

The council has begun to
develop its energy strategy
and will identify relevant low
carbon energy opportunities as
part of this work. We expect
the first phase of work, to
develop the evidence base, to
be completed in summer 2021
with options for decarbonising
heat to follow shortly after.

RAG
rating

Deadline

Owner

Late 2021

Hannah
Jameson

Deadline

Owner

RAG
rating

Dec 2021

Christina
Thompson

A
(last
update 11
November
2021)

N/A

Nabeel
Khan /
Matt
Blades

A
(last
update 11
November
2021)

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)

23 September 2020: Economic Recovery

Recommendation / Action

Economic
Resilience
Strategy / Draft
Skills &
Employment
Strategy

That the importance of optimising local spend to
generate social impact be highlighted and that clear
targets be set for increasing the amount of spend
that is retained locally

Economic
Resilience
Strategy / Draft
Skills &
Employment
Strategy

That the committee is sympathetic to small
businesses trying to remain afloat through the
pandemic, as well as minor landlords, and wishes to
see the Council taking whatever action it can to
ensure rent increases do not lead to local firms going
out of business

Response

Accepted

The Enterprise & Economy
Strategic Programme Board
will be exploring the potential
to set local spend targets
through the council’s supply
chain and through new
development s106 process.
November 2021: This is being
taken forward as part of the
Council’s new Responsible
Procurement Policy update.

Accepted
in part

The council is not able to take
any action in relationships
between commercial landlords
and tenants. Any business
needing advice can access the
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Item

Accepte
d/
Rejected

Item

Jobs For All
Scrutiny
Commission
Action Plan
Update

That consideration be given to widening the scope of
the Opportunity Lambeth website to ensure it better
connects residents seeking work with appropriate
jobs available in the borough

That the relative costs and benefits of social value
measures be calculated to ensure the focus is on
those initiatives which are proven to give rise to net
positive outcomes

20 October 2020: Health and Social Care

Accepte
d/
Rejected

Accepted

Accepted

Response

support offered through the
London Business Hub.
The feedback from the
Committee and during the
development of the Skills and
Employment Strategy has
highlighted the need to
improve the user experience of
the Opportunity Lambeth
website, and to ensure it is
used as a single point of
access for promoting local job,
apprenticeship and work
experience opportunities. This
will be a priority for the coming
six months.
A comprehensive review of
Social Value at Lambeth
Council was carried out in
January 2021. This resulted in
Management Board approving
an organisation-wide approach
to identifying, measuring and
monitoring social value
outcomes. Work is currently
underway to calculate the
impact of social value gains
and prioritise methods of
deriving additional value from
contracts and partnerships.

Deadline

Owner

RAG
rating

Oct 2021

Nabeel
Khan /
Alison
May

A
(last
update 11
November
2021)

Paul
Bates

A
(last
update 14
November
2021)
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Jobs For All
Scrutiny
Commission
Action Plan
Update

Recommendation / Action

Oct 2021

Item

Recommendation / Action

That the valuable coordinating role of Voluntary and
Community Sector organisations be recognised, and
that appropriate support be provided to the sector,
especially those organisations experiencing
difficulties with their own volunteers and workforce.

Covid-19 in
Lambeth:
Lessons
Learned in
Health and Care

That the Committee be kept up to date with resident
survey data, including the Pulse survey and future
research work, as and when this becomes available.

Covid-19 in
Lambeth:
Lessons
Learned in
Health and Care

That messaging regarding vulnerable residents and
their entitlements (for example, with regards to
exemptions from certain Covid-19 guidelines) be
clarified.

Accepted

Accepted

Accepted

Response
The contribution of the sector
is widely recognised and
acknowledged and will
continue to be a key part of our
work on Covid-19 and vaccine.
A refreshed VCS strategy will
be confirmed in 2021 (timings
TBC).
This is agreed in principle.
Officers will liaise further with
members regarding desired
format and timings.
November 2021: Officers will
hold a briefing with Members
on the latest Residents’ Survey
– to be arranged

Officers will look into this in
more depth and report back.

Annual Public
Health Report:
Climate Change
and Health

That more transparency and communication are
needed on the necessary fiscal trade-offs inherent in
actions to tackle climate change and how to mitigate
them in future.

This sits within the overall
climate change and
sustainable growth agenda not
within public health – but
should be picked up as part of
the Citizens’ Assembly and
further development of local
strategy.

Annual Public
Health Report:
Climate Change
and Health

That the effectiveness of the partnership with
Thames Water be monitored to ensure it results in a
reduction in flooding and improvements to the
environment.

Agreed. To be aware, the
partnership is intended to
reduce the risk of surface
water flooding. This does not

Accepted
in part

Owner

RAG
rating

TBC

Paul
Bates

A
(last
update 14
November
2021)

Ongoing

Paul
Bates

TBC

Paul
Bates

Deadline

TBC

TBC

Hannah
Jameson

Hannah
Jameson

A
(last
update 14
November
2021)

A
(last
update 14
November
2021)

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)
A
(last
update 10
November
2021)
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Covid-19 in
Lambeth:
Lessons
Learned in
Health and Care

Accepte
d/
Rejected

Item

Annual Public
Health Report:
Climate Change
and Health

Recommendation / Action

That joined up working is required between the
Thames Water partnership referred to by officers
and existing ongoing dialogue between the local MP,
ward councillors and Thames Water.

Accepte
d/
Rejected

Accepted
in part

Response
include flooding arising from
leaks.
Officers will find out about
existing conversations.
However, it should be clear
that the strategic partnership is
addressing surface water flood
risk and not flooding arising
from leaks. This is a separate
part of Thames Water that
deals with this.

RAG
rating

TBC

Hannah
Jameson

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)

Deadline

Owner

RAG
rating

Christina
Thompson

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)

Fiona
McDermot
t

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)

9 December 2020: Budget / Homes for Lambeth Governance

Item

Recommendation / Action

Financial
Planning Report
2020/21 to
2024/25

That the committee notes the heavy reliance on
income generation (particularly in Resident Services)
to address the budget gap and requests further
updates on how these proposals are progressing
against stated targets, including the impact of raising
fees and charges on users and the take-up of
services

Financial
Planning Report
2020/21 to
2024/25

That the committee is concerned at the plans for a
whole Council structural review in 2022-24 and the
adverse effect this may have on service delivery,
and in particular on low paid and BAME staff. The
committee therefore requests further detail on these
proposals as and when they emerge and urges the
Council leadership to consult with and empower staff

Accepte
d/
Rejected

Response

Accepted

Appendix 4 of the Revenue
and Capital Budget to Cabinet
and Council provides the
current year fees and charges
budgets and the forecast
outturn. Budget and
Performance Monitoring is
reported to Cabinet on a
quarterly basis.

Accepted

Work is underway to identify
possible savings, though this is
at an early stage. Further
detail will be provided to the
committee in future months as
details become clearer

Ongoing

Ongoing
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Owner

Deadline

Item

Recommendation / Action

Accepte
d/
Rejected

Response
Owner

RAG
rating

Christina
Thompson

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)

Ongoing

Christina
Thompson

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)

Ongoing

Eleanor
Purser /
Sara
Waller

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)

Deadline

throughout the process, both via the trade unions
and directly

Financial
Planning Report
2020/21 to
2024/25

That the committee notes the bigger than usual lag
in capital investment spend this year due to the
pandemic and requests further updates on the
capital programme to monitor how this is addressed

Homes for
Lambeth
Governance
Review

That the committee reiterates the necessity for
ongoing scrutiny and oversight of Homes for
Lambeth. This should include regular reports back to
the committee and to Corporate Committee, on the
structure and progress of projects, and performance
against KPIs.

Accepted

Accepted

Accepted

A comprehensive new
performance report is being

Ongoing
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Financial
Planning Report
2020/21 to
2024/25

That the committee supports the intention to
maintain an appropriate level of reserves in order to
safeguard the Council’s viability and enable the
authority to continue effective service delivery, in
particular those services aimed at the most
vulnerable, and requests further future updates
regarding the reserves position

Section 25 of the Local
Government Act 2003 requires
the Chief Financial Officer
(CFO) (in Lambeth’s case the
Director of Finance) to report
to the Authority on two areas:
a)The robustness of the
estimates made for the
purpose of the calculations
b)The adequacy of the
proposed reserves
See paragraph 2.74 of the
Revenue and Capital Budget
to Cabinet and Council 8
February 2021 and 3 March
2021
Budget and Performance
Monitoring is reported to
Cabinet on a quarterly basis
and includes the monitoring of
the capital programme.
Reporting is provided to the
Council through the Ownership
and Stewardship Panel on the
progress of projects and
performance against KPIs.
These meetings are being held
more frequently (quarterly) and
papers for these meetings are
published online here.

Item

Recommendation / Action

Accepte
d/
Rejected

Response
Deadline

Owner

RAG
rating

Sept 2021

Eleanor
Purser /
Sara
Waller

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)

Eleanor
Purser /
Sara
Waller

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)

developed which includes
project progress and
performance against KPIs.
This new report standard will
be used for presentations as a
matter of routine.

Homes for
Lambeth
Governance
Review

That the committee requests a further review of the
OSP and for the terms of reference to be circulated
to the committee.

Accepted

That a more structured approach to resident
involvement is required, with residents on project
boards, and wider Lambeth forums and with
leaseholder and tenant representatives on the
Homes for Lambeth board.

Accepted
in part
(see
response)

The updated Shareholder
Agreement was executed on
12 April 2021. Further changes
to this agreement, including an
update of the OSP Terms of
Reference will be brought to
OSP for consideration and
shared with the committee
once finalised
The approach to resident
Board recruitment will be set
out in HFL’s Resident
Engagement Strategy which
will be presented for approval
in July.
In addition benchmarking
research is being conducted to
look at the approach to
resident Board Members within
similar organisations and LA
wholly owned companies. The

Aug 2021
On-going
for resident
engagemen
t
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Homes for
Lambeth
Governance
Review

The review of Ownership and
Stewardship Panel is on-going,
and has been informed by the
external governance review
undertaken by Bevan Brittan.

Item

Recommendation / Action

Accepte
d/
Rejected

Response
Deadline

Owner

RAG
rating

benchmarking will be
considered by HFL’s
Remuneration & Nominations
Committee in July.

Accepted

To request an update on future board structures,
ideally including an organogram, and details of
increased reporting to the council.

Homes for
Lambeth
Governance
Review

That the committee be updated on any proposals for
Homes for Lambeth to become a community benefit
society.

Homes for
Lambeth
Governance
Review

That any material changes to financial predictions,
including income, expenditure and additional funding
requirements, be brought to the attention of the
committee as and when they occur.

Accepted

Accepted

Ownership and Stewardship
Panel papers will be published
online here in the usual way
and will be available for
members of OSC to review
Should Homes for Lambeth
wish to progress with plans to
become a community benefit
society then Officers will
ensure that the committee is
updated.
Material changes in the
financial plans for the HFL
programme – the HFL annual
Business Plan and the Joint
Delivery Plan – as approved
prior to the start of each
financial year will be brought to
the Committee for information
and discussion, in a similar

On-going

Eleanor
Purser /
Sara
Waller

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)
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Homes for
Lambeth
Governance
Review

Updates on any changes to
the Homes for Lambeth Board
structure will be reported to
Ownership and Stewardship
Panel, along with the regular
reporting referred to above.

On-going

Eleanor
Purser /
Sara
Waller

Annual

Eleanor
Purser /
Sara
Waller

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)

Item

Recommendation / Action

Accepte
d/
Rejected

Response
Deadline

Owner

RAG
rating

Deadline

Owner

RAG
rating

TBC

OSC

fashion to the finance
presentation in July 2020.

23 March 2021: Crime and Disorder

Item

Response

To be considered by
committee when determining
work programme for 2022/23

To request a further paper to OSC at a future
meeting on customer service standards

A

7 June 2021: Developer Contributions / Responsible Procurement

Item

Developer
Contributions

Recommendation / Action

To ensure there is a transparent and democratic
localised consultative mechanism for identifying
NCIL priorities outside of Neighbourhood Plans

Accepte
d/
Rejected

Accepted

Response
Deadline
This is also secured through
the new proposals agreed by
Cabinet (see para 2.12 of the
Cabinet Report of 5/7/21 for
details of the strengthened
local consultation
mechanisms)

TBC
(Discussion
s currently
taking place
with
Strategy
and Comms
Team)

Owner

RAG
rating

Rob
Bristow

A
(last
update 08
November
2021)
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Accessibility of
Council Digital
Services
Scrutiny
Commission
Update

Recommendation / Action

Accepte
d/
Rejected

Item

Developer
Contributions

That the committee requests further information
regarding the likely impact of the Government White
Paper on Lambeth and that steps are taken to
ensure local people can continue to have a say over
how CIL is allocated

That further information be provided regarding the
Community Connections fund, including how
success will be measured

Accepte
d/
Rejected

Response
Deadline

Accepted

At the time of writing (August
2021) further details are still
awaited from Government on
how the White Paper
proposals will be implemented.
Once these are published
officers will be able to produce
further analysis on the likely
impacts on Lambeth. In
respect of ensuring local
people can continue to have
influence over the allocation of
CIL, this will be achieved
through the strengthened
consultation mechanisms
mentioned in para 2.12 of the
Cabinet Report – and the
priorities that emerge from this
process will in turn be taken
into account in allocation
decisions by the Council.
February 2022: Further details
on the White Paper proposals
are still awaiting.

TBC
(subject to
Governmen
t
pronounce
ments)

Accepted

At the time of writing, details of
the Community Connections
Fund are still being worked up
in discussion with the relevant
members of Cabinet – details
can be shared with OSC once
available.

TBC –
subject to
ongoing
discussions
with the
relevant
Cabinet
member/Th
e Leader

Owner

RAG
rating

Rob
Bristow

A
(last
update 08
February
2022)

Rob
Bristow

A
(last
update 08
November
2021)
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Developer
Contributions

Recommendation / Action

Item

Recommendation / Action

That a more detailed breakdown is required going
forward of how developer contributions are accrued
and spent, to ward level

Developer
Contributions

To ensure spending on infrastructure is properly
managed at a project level in order that schemes
which are overspending can be readily identified and
issues addressed

Developer
Contributions

That greater transparency is needed regarding the
decision making process for spending developer
contributions, including how these link to resident
views and relevant policy priorities (for example,
Borough Plan outcomes)

Rejected

Accepted

Accepted

Response

This recommendation was
carefully considered but
ultimately not accepted for the
reasons set out at para. 2.11
of the Cabinet Report of
5/7/21.
Spending by project is
managed in accordance with
the Council’s established
financial management
systems, and is undertaken by
the relevant project team with
oversight from Finance and the
relevant Directorate
Management Team or
Transformation Board. In
addition a new Capital
Programme Board is being set
up from October this year to
monitor capital spending
across programmes to ensure
that spending is optimised and
any overspends/underspends
can be appropriately
addressed.
Measures to achieve greater
transparency around spending
decisions for developer
contributions and
demonstrating that these are
linked to resident priorities
were agreed by Cabinet, and
the measures to achieve this
are set out in paras 2.12 and
2.13 of the Cabinet Report of

Deadline

Owner

RAG
rating

July 2021

Rob
Bristow

R

Rob
Bristow

A
(last
update 08
November
2021)

Rob
Bristow

A
(last
update 08
November
2021)

October
2021

TBC – this
is subject to
discussions
on the
timing of
implementat
ion of these
measures
with
Strategy
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Developer
Contributions

Accepte
d/
Rejected

Item

To ensure the Responsible Procurement policy is
applied in an effective and transparent manner,
including setting tangible targets on social value
priorities, spot checks on compliance, appropriate
training for all contract managers in using the
electronic contract management system,
transparency of data to the maximum extent
possible, and penalties for failing to meet social
value targets.

Accepte
d/
Rejected

Accepted

Response
Deadline
5/7/21; with greater
accountability ensured through
more detailed reporting to
Cabinet, as set out in para
2.15 of the report.
The council is committed to
ensure that the Responsible
Procurement policy is
consistently applied across all
procurement activity and that
we are able to proactively
report on deliverables and
impact. As such the
responsible procurement is an
integral part of the
development of a new
corporate contract
management framework which
will include comprehensive
guidance materials and
training for contract managers.
Phase 2 of the development of
the council’s new electronic
management system (eCMS)
will enable more efficient
reporting against responsible
procurement commitments.
The contract management will
include clear guidance for the
effective management of
contracts including nonperformance. This will be
further supported by the
development of a new
Commercial Advisory team

Owner

RAG
rating

Sasa
Glisic

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)

and Comms
colleagues
and
Finance
colleagues

March 2022
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Lambeth
Responsible
Procurement
Update

Recommendation / Action

Item

Recommendation / Action

Accepte
d/
Rejected

To ensure a process is in place to review social
value commitments and associated KPIs whenever a
contract is renewed

Lambeth
Responsible
Procurement
Update

To ensure contracts are monitored to ensure
commitment to and compliance with the modern
slavery charter

Accepted

Lambeth
Responsible
Procurement
Update

That a clear process is required to demonstrate how
the aims of the Responsible Procurement policy link
to other Council priorities and strategies (such as the
Borough Plan)

Accepted

Accepted

Owner

RAG
rating

Sasa
Glisic

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)

Oct 2021

Sasa
Glisic

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)

Oct 2021

Sasa
Glisic

Deadline
supporting contract managers
with complex performance
issues.
The contract management
framework will include clear
guidance regarding review of
contracts as part of the annual
review process and at key
contract milestones including
when enacting an option to
extend.
Compliance against modern
slavery charter will be built into
the contract management
assurance framework and form
part of annual contract
reviews.
In March 2021 work was
carried out to link the
Responsible Procurement
policy with Lambeth’s Societal
Impact Framework that the
Council has developed. This
framework reflects the
Council’s priority areas set out
in key strategies (including the
Borough Plan as well as the
UN Sustainable Development
Goals). Section 9 of the
current Policy sets out how it
supports the Borough Plan. At
the policy’s next review point,
the intention is to align the
language in the Responsible
Procurement policy to this

Oct 2021

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)
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Lambeth
Responsible
Procurement
Update

Response

Item

Recommendation / Action

Accepte
d/
Rejected

Response
Deadline

Owner

RAG
rating

Sasa
Glisic

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)

Sasa
Glisic

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)

framework and create further
opportunities for social and
environmental benefits through
procurement. This work will be
completed alongside strategy
and policy leads from across
the Council.

To endorse the Preston model as a means of
prioritising the needs of local business and the
community

Lambeth
Responsible
Procurement
Update

That the Council should actively consider insourcing
services whenever feasible

Accepted

Accepted

Dec 2021

Dec 2021
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Lambeth
Responsible
Procurement
Update

Further guidance is being
developed to support the
update of the Responsible
Procurement Policy. This will
include a number of case
studies showcasing best
practice (both internal and
external). It is important to
recognise that the approach in
Lambeth already exceeds the
outcomes achieved in Preston
however these successes are
not effectively communicated.
The case studies will help to
more effectively share the
learning, As a part of this
process, it is intended to
include further information on
external models (including the
Preston example).
When commissioning services
it is already mandatory that a
range of options are
considered as part of
developing the business case.
These options include
assessing the council’s ability

Item

Recommendation / Action

Lambeth
Responsible
Procurement
Update

To ensure an appropriate balance is struck between
value for money and social value commitments in
the procurement system

Accepted

Accepted

Response

to deliver the services inhouse. This options appraisal
will be further strengthened by
new guidance that will provide
commissioners / service
managers with more
information about factors to
consider when undertaking a
make or buy assessment.
The Transformation &
Efficiency Champion is already
well engaged in discussions
regarding our approach. This
will continue as work develops
and the Champion will be
invited to be an active
participant in the update of the
Policy to inform and shape
priorities going forward.
Social value is an important
consideration in our
procurement activity. When
evaluating tenders, it is
important that careful
consideration is given to the
split between price and quality
as part of the evaluation
methodology. This split will
vary depending on the type of
services being procured and
the way in which is it being
sourced. It has recently been
agreed to introduce a
mandatory 10% social value
criteria for all procurements

Deadline

Owner

March 2022

Sasa
Glisic

Oct 2021

Sasa
Glisic

RAG
rating

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)
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Lambeth
Responsible
Procurement
Update

To ensure the Transformation & Efficiency
Champion is fully involved in the coordination of
responsible procurement with related initiatives such
as societal impact of spend and the performance
management and appraisal process, and to request
a future report back on how this is working

Accepte
d/
Rejected

Item

Recommendation / Action

To review the role of consultant advisors in the
tender process to ensure value for money and
transparent delivery of social value commitments

Lambeth
Responsible
Procurement
Update

That the Opportunity Lambeth website be
significantly enhanced and that all jobs arising from
procurement activities be advertised on the site

Accepted

Accepted

Response
Deadline
over £500k. Social value
must be included as part of the
evaluation methodology for
procurements below £500k
though the percentage will be
decided as appropriate for the
type and value of contract
being awarded.
Consultants and specialist
advisors play an important role
in many of our procurement
projects. For very complex or
technical areas it is vital that
the council benefits from
expert knowledge in order to
ensure the best outcomes are
delivered for Lambeth
residents. The Council has
recently established a new
Commercial and Advisory
team creating greater internal
capability to assess
commercial opportunities. The
use of external consultants
should always be assessed to
ensure it represents best value
and to determine how social
value commitments can be
supported. Consultants must
adhere to council policies.
The ‘Opportunity Lambeth’
service has secured £150,000
capital funding to further
develop its digital functions
and will commence

Dec 2021

Owner

RAG
rating

Sasa
Glisic

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)

Sasa
Glisic

A
(last
update 10
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Lambeth
Responsible
Procurement
Update

Accepte
d/
Rejected

Item

That more consistency is required regarding data
collection and publication and that the establishment
of a monitoring committee to oversee social value
commitments be considered

Accepte
d/
Rejected

Accepted

Response
Deadline
development once project
manager is in place. The Skills
and Employment team remain
committed to advertising all
employment opportunities
arising from procurement
activities. We are now working
to establish a corporate
approach to ensure that the
team are notified of these new
opportunities in a timely
fashion and that we have a
consistent approach to
monitoring outcomes. The
Skills and Employment division
have ringfenced resource to
support this activity.
Data and reporting are being
addressed as part of the
further development of eCMS.
The governance of the
reporting is yet to be decided
and the appropriateness of the
establishment of a monitoring
committee will be considered.
However, it is important to
understand the role, purpose
and remit of such a committee.
This will be considered in
consultation with the lead
Cabinet Member and the
Transformation and efficiency
champion.

Owner

RAG
rating
November
2021)
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Lambeth
Responsible
Procurement
Update

Recommendation / Action

Dec 2021

Sasa
Glisic

A
(last
update 10
November
2021)

14 July 2021: Care Home Provision and Delivery in Lambeth
Item

Care Home
Provision and
Delivery in
Lambeth

Recommendation / Action

Care Home
Provision and
Delivery in
Lambeth

The Council introduces a care worker of the year
award, to recognise the outstanding care provided
across the borough.

Care Home
Provision and
Delivery in
Lambeth

To aid recruitment, to investigate whether it would
be possible for Opportunity Lambeth to work with
Care Homes across the borough.

Care Home
Provision and
Delivery in
Lambeth

The Council sign up to UNISON’s Ethical Care
Charter and ensure those working in care homes
receive payment of their salary for periods when
they are on sick leave, are given appropriate
training, receive regular appraisals/pay reviews and
feel supported.

Respons

Deadline

Owner

RAG
rating

Jane
Bowie/Fion
a Connolly

A
(last
update
17
Novemb
er 2021)

1. Producing guidance
including a map
2. Establishing a SPoC for
all care home residents
Accepted

November 2021: Adult
Social Care is working with
agencies on this. When
agreed will produce updated
guidance, update website,
produce a map and clarify
SPOC for users and families

Accepted

Establish award event, to
align with Council staff
awards, for 2022 with
nominations including from
sector for 21-22

Accepted

Investigate potential

Under
consideratio
n

UNISON’s Ethical Care
Charter relates to home care
not care home services – the
regulator CQC and
commissioners retain
oversight that care home staff
do remain supported
including through completion

1. Guidance
– March
2022
2. Decembe
r 2021

July 2022

Jen
Burgess/Ja
ne Bowie

January 2022

Jade
Holvey/Jan
e Bowie

Jane Bowie

A
(last
update
17
Novemb
er 2021)
A
(last
update
17
Novemb
er 2021)
A
(last
update
17
Novemb
er 2021)
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To improve person centred care planning and
ensure care pathways were joined up and
understood by the public, Adult Social Care should:
- Develop guidance, including a plain English
route map, to help service users and carers
navigate the system;
- Provide a single point of contact for questions
about care home provision and delivery in
Lambeth; and
- Ensure each care home resident had a
dedicated point of contact so both service users
and carers know who to contact if they have a
question about their care.

Accepted/
Rejected

Item

Recommendation / Action

Accepted/
Rejected

Respons

Deadline

Owner

RAG
rating

of appraisals and provision of
training and adoption of all
the remaining elements of the
Charter for home care
services is currently under
political consideration.

Care Home
Provision and
Delivery in
Lambeth

Accepted

Accepted

Build on review report
completed by public health
April 2021 by collating views /
experiences of residents and
carers to produce 1
composite report

To draft as supplement to
annual ASC complaints
report.

July 2022

Jane
Bowie/Ese
Iyasere/
Healthwatc
h?

September
2022

Jane Bowie

A
(last
update
10
Novemb
er 2021)

A
(last
update
17
Novemb
er 2021)
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Care Home
Provision and
Delivery in
Lambeth

Lessons learnt in relation to Covid-19 should be
shared with the Overview and Scrutiny Committee
within 6 – 12 months. This should cover matters in
relation to both care home provision and delivery
during the pandemic, with input from service users
and carers. To ensure service users and carers are
listened to and heard, thought should be given to
the methodology that is used, and by who, to
capture these experiences.
An annual report on care homes be provided to
both Overview and Scrutiny and Cabinet to provide
details on:
- Monitoring and inspection, including data from
the Care Quality Commission (CQC) and
Lambeth’s own commissioners;
- How CQC ratings in Lambeth compared to
other boroughs;
- The challenges and opportunities for staff and
service providers – including information on
staffing levels, vacancies and future staffing
requirements;
- The experiences of service users and carers,
including feedback on the care and services
received;
- The number of complaints received as well as
lessons learnt; and
- The impact of Brexit and Covid-19, including
the supply of personal protective equipment
(PPE).

Item

Care Home
Provision and
Delivery in
Lambeth

Recommendation / Action

An officer briefing on future care models be
provided to Councillors.

Accepted/
Rejected

Accepted

Respons

Briefing with outline timelines
to be presented

Owner

RAG
rating

January 2022

Jade
Holvey/Jan
e Bowie

A
(last
update
17
Novemb
er 2021)

Deadline

Owner

RAG
rating

April 2022

Hannah
Jameson

April 2022

Hannah
Jameson

April 2022

Hannah
Jameson

April 2022

Hannah
Jameson

Deadline

12 October 2021: Climate Emergency Response/LTN Commission
Item

Accepted/
Rejected

That the findings of the Citizens’ Assembly form the
basis of the Council’s carbon reduction action plan,
and that the Council continue to involve residents in
discussions on climate change.

Accepted

That the Council does more to encourage reduction
in household and business waste generation and to
increase reuse and recycling in line with targets,
through the use of incentives, penalties, improved
communication and best practice from equivalent
authorities and community reuse schemes.

Accepted

That the Council prioritises the retrofitting of its
most energy inefficient homes, particularly onstreet properties.

Accepted

That the option of incentivising private occupiers
and landlords to improve the energy efficiency of
their homes be explored, particularly through cooperative and community energy providers.

Accepted

Response

A
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Lambeth’s
Climate
Emergency
Response:
Progress
Update
Lambeth’s
Climate
Emergency
Response:
Progress
Update
Lambeth’s
Climate
Emergency
Response:
Progress
Update
Lambeth’s
Climate
Emergency
Response:

Recommendation / Action

Item

Accepted/
Rejected

That the Committee be provided a strategic
overview of how the Council and its partners work
together on climate change mitigations and
adaptations.

Accepted

That details of the targets, outcomes and evidence
for the interventions included in the report and
action plan be provided to the Committee.

Accepted

That the Committee be provided details of how the
Council will continue to involve residents in the
development of its carbon reduction action plan.

Accepted

That details of the Communications Strategy and
how it will be publicised to residents be provided to
the Committee.

Accepted

That the Committee be provided details of flood
mitigation actions to be taken in the near future,
including targets and expected outcomes.

Accepted

That the Council works with partners, particularly
Thames Water, to ensure that flooding is
addressed in an adequate and timely manner.

Accepted

Response

Deadline

Owner

April 2022

Hannah
Jameson

April 2022

Hannah
Jameson

April 2022

Hannah
Jameson

April 2022

Hannah
Jameson

April 2022

Hannah
Jameson

April 2022

Hannah
Jameson

RAG
rating
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Progress
Update
Lambeth’s
Climate
Emergency
Response:
Progress
Update
Lambeth’s
Climate
Emergency
Response:
Progress
Update
Lambeth’s
Climate
Emergency
Response:
Progress
Update
Lambeth’s
Climate
Emergency
Response:
Progress
Update
Lambeth’s
Climate
Emergency
Response:
Progress
Update
Lambeth’s
Climate
Emergency
Response:

Recommendation / Action

Item

Accepted/
Rejected

That the Council’s targets on transport emissions
be clarified to the Committee and that a 2030 target
for net zero emissions relating to transport be
adopted.

Accepted

That details of the forthcoming Road Safety
Strategy be provided to the Committee, particularly
regarding the involvement of young people in its
development and the work of partners such as
Transport for London and schools.

Accepted

That the Committee be provided with details of the
Council’s current demolitions policy, the Mayor of
London’s guidance on demolitions and the Royal
Academy of Engineering’s proposals on a
presumption against demolition.

Accepted

Response

Deadline

Owner

April 2022

Hannah
Jameson

April 2022

Hannah
Jameson

April 2022

Hannah
Jameson

Deadline

Owner

July 2022

Jane
Bowie/GSTT

RAG
rating
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Progress
Update
Lambeth’s
Climate
Emergency
Response:
Progress
Update
Lambeth’s
Climate
Emergency
Response:
Progress
Update
Lambeth’s
Climate
Emergency
Response:
Progress
Update

Recommendation / Action

10 January 2022: Minnie Kidd House/Medium Term Financial Strategy/Benefits

Item

Minnie Kidd
House

Recommendation / Action
That the following questions be forwarded to
officers for response outside the meeting:
 Members requested the report, or an extract,
from the external review referred to in
Appendix 1.
 There were discrepancies on the affected
residents, such as the third resident who had
not moved by December 2020 who was not
referred to in Appendix 1.

Accepted/
Rejected

Accepted

Response

RAG
rating

Item

 Members had been informed that a decision
on the site would be made in spring 2021, but
the building was still empty, and requested
that other uses, such as accommodation for
NHS staff, be considered.
 Consultation with the local community on the
future of the site was essential, and residents
would like the site to continue to be used for
health purposes.
 Members requested that the Council and
GSTT apologise to affected families.
 Members requested that more information on
the legal basis on the oversight of the plans for
Minnie Kidd House.
 More consideration and scrutiny on the
decision-making process was needed,
particularly given the issues that were made
earlier in the process.
To provide the Committee information on
commissioning small organisations and the third
sector, including on the role of Integrate and an
equalities analysis of the organisations
commissioned.

Medium Term
Financial Strategy

That the Council be mindful of retaining and
supporting staff, and to consult and fully inform
them of proposed changes in the Council.

Medium Term
Financial Strategy

That the delivery of social returns in relation to fees
and charges be prioritised, be assessed annually,
and that outcomes be monitored.

Medium Term
Financial Strategy

To consult with the Mayor of London to ensure
local and London-wide advertising policies align.

Accepted/
Rejected

Response

Deadline

Owner

RAG
rating
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Medium Term
Financial Strategy

Recommendation / Action

Accepted

July 2022

Christina
Thompson/Pr
ocurement

Accepted

July 2022

Christina
Thompson

Accepted

July 2022

Christina
Thompson

Accepted

July 2022

Christina
Thompson

Item

Medium Term
Financial Strategy

Medium Term
Financial Strategy

Benefits and
Welfare Support

Benefits and
Welfare Support

Benefits and
Welfare Support

Benefits and
Welfare Support

Benefits and
Welfare Support
Benefits and
Welfare Support

That the Committee welcomes the absence of new
savings targets, but that the Committee be
provided with a six-monthly update on progress
and the impact on residents.

Accepted/
Rejected

Response

Deadline

Owner

July 2022

Christina
Thompson

Accepted

July 2022

Christina
Thompson/
Housing (Neil
Euesden)

Accepted

July 2022

To explore further methods of improving the
Council’s relationship with DWP.

Accepted

July 2022

To further improve and revise communications with
residents and to trial with users within six months.

Accepted

July 2022

Accepted

July 2022

Accepted

July 2022

Accepted

July 2022

Accepted

July 2022

To update both Overview and Scrutiny Committee
and Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee on a
quarterly basis on performance of HRA contractors
on repairs and voids, to include details of any
penalties issued.
That the Council recognise the need for additional
community help for recent migrants, including
access to interpretation and translation

To acknowledge the value of the Council’s
relationships with external organisations such as
Centre 70 and CAML, and the work of external
organisations, and calls for their continued support.
To provide additional opportunities for residents to
provide feedback on the service they receive, and
to report on this annually.
That officers provide the Committee with the Advice
Service Review report.
To provide specific benefits advice for people on
zero hours contracts.

Accepted

RAG
rating
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Benefits and
Welfare Support

Recommendation / Action

Item
Benefits and
Welfare Support

Owner

RAG
rating

Deadline

Owner

RAG
rating

July 2022

Kevin Crook

That the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on
events continue to be reviewed, and that the
appropriateness of the framework be considered.

July 2022

Kevin Crook

That the Committee requests that the Council
prioritise personal safety in parks, both during
events and normal use, in light of the murder of
Sarah Everard and continuing youth violence.

July 2022

Kevin Crook

That the Council listens and engages with key
stakeholders to minimise and mitigate against
potential negative impacts from events.

July 2022

Kevin Crook

That the Committee be provided with the full
evaluation of the Skills and Employment
Programme.

July 2022

Alison May

July 2022

Alison May

July 2022

Alison May

Recommendation / Action
To analyse the number of people without recourse
to public funds approaching the Council.

Accepted/
Rejected

Response

Accepted

Deadline
July 2022

02 February 2022: Events Scrutiny Commission/Employment and Skills

Item

That job opportunities relating to events be
maximised, particularly in disadvantaged areas
such as Tulse Hill.

That the findings of the review of the South London
BID Recruitment Service be shared with the
Committee and be used to inform future, more
strategic programmes.
That vulnerable groups, particularly Black, Asian
and Multi-Ethnic people, at risk of falling out of

Accepted/
Rejected

Response
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Events Scrutiny
Commission
Action Plan
Update
Events Scrutiny
Commission
Action Plan
Update
Events Scrutiny
Commission
Action Plan
Update
Events Scrutiny
Commission
Action Plan
Update
Skills and
Employment
Strategy - One
Year On
Skills and
Employment
Strategy - One
Year On
Skills and
Employment

Recommendation / Action

Item
Strategy - One
Year On

Accepted/
Rejected

Deadline

Owner

July 2022

Alison May

That the work between schools and Employment
and Skills continue, and that the Careers Strategy
be shared with the Committee.

July 2022

Alison May

That social media messaging and promotion of
programmes, particularly those aimed at young
people, be continued and improved.

July 2022

Alison May

That the role of Youth Hubs be reviewed for their
effectiveness in helping young people into work.

July 2022

Alison May

That the value for money of grants to external
organisations be properly assessed, with clear
benchmarks for each programme.

July 2022

Alison May

That care leavers continue to be prioritised in being
prepared for work, considering the additional
challenges faced.

July 2022

Alison May

That as far as possible, migrants be identified to
ensure they can be well-informed of their rights and
the support available in a systematic manner.

July 2022

Alison May

employment be identified with a view of helping
them return to work, including the aftercare
provided after the end of programmes.
That programmes be designed with flexibility,
particularly for parents and carers, such as the use
of flexible hours, subsidised childcare and the
consideration of a four-day week pilot.

24 March 2022: Safer Lambeth Partnership Board and Health Inequalities

Response

RAG
rating
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Skills and
Employment
Strategy - One
Year On
Skills and
Employment
Strategy - One
Year On
Skills and
Employment
Strategy - One
Year On
Skills and
Employment
Strategy - One
Year On
Skills and
Employment
Strategy - One
Year On
Skills and
Employment
Strategy - One
Year On
Skills and
Employment
Strategy - One
Year On

Recommendation / Action

Item

Safer Lambeth
Partnership
Board

Safer Lambeth
Partnership
Board

Safer Lambeth
Partnership
Board

Safer Lambeth
Partnership
Board

The Metropolitan Police needed to improve
identifying officers who abuse their position;
and its vetting, recruitment, and training to ensure
that officers adhere to the highest
standards of the service and merit trust; and to
provide details of how new recruits are
assessed in Lambeth and their retention rates.
To improve black and ethnic minority communities’
representation on community
monitoring structures, neighbourhood forums,
panels and in the Police itself; and to
provide details of current and target Black, Asian
and minority ethnic representation.
To provide more detailed and effective oversight on
the principles and grounds for stop
and search; and improve and increase communityled training for police officers.
To establish a model of best practice and structure
by which ASB is prioritised and
investigated in a multi-agency approach, including
taking appropriate action to help design
out crime, such as installing more cameras and
involving more partners to improve safety.
This should include improving preventative
measures such as identifying where other
services’ involvement would improve resolution and
more careful consideration of mental
health issues presenting as ASB.
To ensure the MPS was more representative of
communities it serves and identify
reasons why officers left the service; and for the
Partnership to provide the Committee
with metrics and targets for Black, Asian and
minority ethnic officer recruitment, retention,
and progression to senior leadership.

Accepted/
Rejected

Response

Deadline

Owner

September
2022

Trevor East

September
2022

Trevor East

September
2022

Trevor East

September
2022

Trevor East

September
2022

Trevor East

RAG
rating
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Safer Lambeth
Partnership
Board

Recommendation / Action

Item

Safer Lambeth
Partnership
Board

Safer Lambeth
Partnership
Board

Health
Inequalities

Health
Inequalities

To ensure schools and other organisations know
how to challenge the Police, with
stronger relations and wider involvement with
community groups such as the Youth IAG
and Safer Neighbourhood Board. Additionally, to
ensure that this information, such as
presented to the Stop and Search Monitoring
Group, was published on the Lambeth
website.
To ensure the MPS worked actively and more
positively with a diverse range of
organisations, such as the Council, Transport for
London, and local businesses; to
guarantee Lambeth as a safe place to live and
work. This should include increasing
visible neighbourhood policing with more police
officers patrolling the streets in high crime
areas and town centres in Lambeth.
The implementation of the Disrupt and Deter
Strategy should include a senior
representative to ensure better communications
with local communities and explain the
reason for operations, their outcome, and future
plans; to provide reassurance and
mitigate trauma; and to increase engagement with
ward councillors.
To ensure that migrants are aware of health
entitlements and receive the support from
local health services that were responsive to their
specific needs.
To provide statistical data to the Committee on
health inequalities, including Healthwatch
Lambeth EDI and KPI data, in future reports to
evidence progress and collate research to

Accepted/
Rejected

Response

Deadline

Owner

September
2022

Trevor East

September
2022

Trevor East

September
2022

Trevor East

September
2022

Ruth Hutt
and Bimpe
Oki

September
2022

Ruth Hutt
and Bimpe
Oki

RAG
rating
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Safer Lambeth
Partnership
Board

Recommendation / Action

Item

Health
Inequalities

Health
Inequalities

Health
Inequalities
Health
Inequalities
Health
Inequalities
Health
Inequalities
Health
Inequalities

enable the Council and partners to understand
Lambeth’s long-term medical conditions,
how these affected residents, and mitigations
thereof.
To provide analysis and mitigations of the impact of
rising cost of living on health
inequalities.
To provide hyper-local positive health interventions,
such as HWB buses and professional
advice provision, particularly on estates, in
discussion with local bodies such as TRAs or
local forums, as well as ward councillors.
To hold at least two dedicated health and wellbeing
events per year for Lambeth’s diverse
communities, including for Black, Latin American
and LGBTQ+ groups.
To promote and improve the showcasing of positive
work undertaken with Lambeth’s
diverse populations.
To embed the All-Party Parliamentary Group
(APPG) recommendations across Lambeth’s
health services, including black maternal health
and cultural competency training.
To provide the Committee with research on
hesitancy and mitigations to healthcare
access.
To provide the Committee with more information on
the buddying scheme, including aims,
outcomes, and future work-strands.
To provide statistics on health inequalities in
Lambeth with targets for reduction; such as
for diabetes, weight, or high blood pressure.

Accepted/
Rejected

Response

Deadline

Owner

September
2022

Ruth Hutt
and Bimpe
Oki

September
2022

Ruth Hutt
and Bimpe
Oki

September
2022

Ruth Hutt
and Bimpe
Oki

September
2022

Ruth Hutt
and Bimpe
Oki

September
2022

Ruth Hutt
and Bimpe
Oki

September
2022
September
2022
September
2022

Ruth Hutt
and Bimpe
Oki
Ruth Hutt
and Bimpe
Oki
Ruth Hutt
and Bimpe
Oki

RAG
rating
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Health
Inequalities

Recommendation / Action

